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Young Wild West Rushing the Rustlers
OR, ARIETTA'S LONG RANGE SHOT
By AN OLD SCOUT
quickly began firing upon the cowboys as their
tired bronchos struggle.cl to reach the shelter of
the willows. But the shots went wild, for the
be accurate
It was near the close of a very warm day in distance was a little too great to villains
had
the
June, a few years ago, when_ the State of Okla·· with revolvers. The leader of the
cover of the
~oma was known as the Indian Territory. The a carbine, and as he reached
from the back of his
water of the Little Red River seemed to be <ly-=d willows he threw himself
knee.
a deeper red than usual, and the drooping 'Ni1- horse and _dropped upon one
"Git to cover, boys!" he called out. "I'll soon
Jows that overhung the banks appeared to be
down. I ain't had ther chance
lifeless, for there was not enough air stirr~g chop ther galoots
now I'll show 'em what
t o make them quiver. But suddenly a splashmg ter shoot true afore; but he
gits cornered. Hurry
Red Hooker kin do when
was heard in the shallow stream and then a up,
,
boys!"
band of horsemen came upon the scene. There
When the foremost of the pursuing cowb-Oys
were seven of them, and judging by their genford, Red
eral appearance, they were cowbqys. Ju st as was more than half-way over theaim
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view.
His companions were about to
volley of revolveT shots was fired by those who a yell of pain. this
happened, and as they realihad just crossed, while they gave utterance to dismount when
zed that danger was coming from another quarloud yells of defiance.
ter, they changed their minds and urged their
Both the shouting and. shooting were answered, horses on. Meanwhile the leader was hopping
and then a splashing in the stre~m told that aLJut, holding fast to his left wrist. The wrist
the pursuers were intent on overtakmg the seven was bleeding slightly, and this told plainly where
men. There were nearly a dozen of them, and he had been hit. Red Hooker heard the eowthey were surely co"."boy_s, if ~he others were boys coming nO'w. The foremost of ther.c. m.ci
not. But right here 1t will be m order to state reached the bank. But he did not seem to fear
that the first party to appear were known as them as mucl1 as he did the one who had fired
"Rustlers," though robbers, horse thieves, or any the shot. He looked that way again, and then
similar names would have fitted them. Those it was that he saw a bo~ riding toward him.
in _pursuit were cowboys from a cattle ranch ~hat Not far behind him came a man and a boy, both
was located a few miles above on the Little mounted on fine-looking steeds.
Red River. Red Hooker, the leader of the
"Young Wild West an' his pards!" gasped the
Rustlers, was one of the worst of his kind. From leader of t he Ru stlers, his face turning pale.
a common cattle thief he had become a recog- "I know no,v ! That shot wasn't meant ter kill
nized terro1· in that section of the country, and me; Young Wild West fired jest ter stop me
all within two or three months. The horses of from blazin' away at ther cowboys. I'm in fer
the cowboys were fresher than those of the it now l There ain't no use in tryin' tel' git
Rustlers, and the result was that they had away. I've got ter take my medicine, I s'pose."
gradually gained upon them. When they found
The villain made the right guess when he said
thev were likely to be forced to fig-ht it out _the Young Wild West and his partners were coming,
villains chose the course of crossing the river and that it was the former who had fired the
and hiding among the willows.
shot that caused him to drop his carbine. Tl1e
This would give them the chance to fire at the three reached the spot as the pursuing cowboys
cowboys as they came across. It might have galloped up and came to a halt. Red Hooker
been a very good plan for them if· they h~d only stood there, his hands raised above his head.
But the · pursuers were The cowboys were so surprised when they saw
more of a lead.
so close to them wh.en they put their horses to him .there that they came to a halt, thus giving
t he water that they had no time to dismount and the rest of the gang a chance to make their
get into position to fight them. However, they escape.
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Shows .Up Just
In the Right Time.
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"Here he is, boys!" exclaimed one of them.
"We've got Red Hooker, ther leader of the Rustlers, all right!"
"You've got me, sure enough," the villain spoke
up. "But you would never have done it if Young
Wild West hadn't interfered. It was he who
done ther business."
Then all eyes were turned upon the dashinglooking boy and his partners. There was no
doubt that the cowboys had heard of the Champion Dead shot of the West, as the boy was called, arid they looked at him with admiring eyes.
"I reckon he speaks the truth when he says
~ was the one who got him, boys," said the boy,
as he slipped from the back of the sorrel stallion and landed lightly upon the ground. "We
heard the shooting, and then we rode hard this
way. I happened to be in the lead, and when
I saw this fellow kneeling to take a shot at
one of you with his rifle, I used my Winchester
on him. I did not shoot to kill; I merely wanted
to make him drop his rifle. I did it, too. You
can see where my bullet went."
"That's right," said the Rustler, nodding, as
though he wai:; pleased to show his wounded wrist.
"I may as well tell yer that Young Wild West
saved your life."
He nodded to the leader of the ·cowboys as
he said this.
"\Vhat were you chasing them for?" Young
Wild West asked, as he brushed back his long
light hair and looked inquiringly at the cowboy leader.
"They were catched red-handed stealin' horses
an' cattle," was the reply. "They're Rustlers.
A mighty bad lot, too. Red Hooker is wanted
by two or three sheriffs. I'm mighty glad you
happened along as yer did, Young Wild West."
"Where is your ranch, boys?" Young Wild \Vest
asked.
"Less than ten miles up ther river, on ther
other side," replied the leader. "Come on up
with us. You'll be mighty welcome, fer ther
boss knows about you an' your pards. I've heard
him speak about yer a good many times. This
is ther first time I ever seen yer, though, but
I will say, right to your face, that you're a whole
lot more than I thought yer was. Boys, jest
give there cheers fer Young Wild West an' his
pards."
The cowboys we~ both ready and willing.
They made the wellHn ring with their cheers.
But the young deadshot was so used to that
sort of thing that he paid little attention to it.
"\Vhat is your boss's name?" he asked.
"Bill Ainsworth/ was the quick reply. "His
place is called ther Red River Ranch. My name
is Tom Spot, an' I'm his foreman."
"Oh, all right, then. Well, I reckon we'll ride
up to the ranch with you. Here comes the rest
of our party."
The cowboys looked in the direction the boys
l:Yad come from and saw a: young woman and
two girls riding along, followed by a couple
of Chinamen, who were leading pack-horses.
They were Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
the scout, who, by the way, was the man who
had followed Young Wild West to the scene;
Arietta Murdock, the sweetheart of our hero;
Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of ,Tim Dart, who
was the other boy, and Hop Wah and Wing
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·wah, the servants who traveled with the party.
Young Wild West and his friends were on one
of their trips through the wildest parts of the
West in quest of excitement and adventure and
after a long ride through the oppressive' heat
they had heard the shooting that took place be:-'
tween the cowboys and the Rustlers. The result was that Wild, as our he1·0 was called for
short, had been just in time to save the life of
Tom Spot.
They all rode along at an easy pace, for it
was near the close of the day, as we have said,
and the horses were 1·ather tired. The gallop
after the Rustlers had warmed up the bronchos
of the cowboys, but the tough animals could
have kept up the chase much longer, fen: thev
were well used to going steadily for hours a·t
the tireless lope they are noted for. After fording the river they struck a trail that led them
over the cattle range toward the ranch. Then
it was not long before they came to a dense
strip of timber than ran six or seven miles along
the river bank, so the foreman said. They
kept at the edge of this, for they no doubt could
make better headway over the comparatively level
ground than by forcing their way through the
undergrowth.
They rode on, and after a while they reached
the end of the timber strip. Wild and his partners were riding well in advance with the foreman and the girls. The rest of the cowboys were
following with the two Chinamen, who were
leading the pack-horses. One of them rode on
either side of the prisoner, who sat in the saddle,
apparently indifferent as to what was going on.
Suddenly our hero heard a yell, and turning in
the saddle, he saw Red Hooker galloping madly
for the woods.
"Don't shoot!" the young deadshot called out,
as he saw the cowboys pulling their guns. "We
want to take him in alive. Girls, you rirl~ on
with the Chinamen. We'll soon have th<> ' 1 '1in,
.1tch
I reckon. He can't get very far before
up to him.'"
What Wild said was obeyed at once. The cow-'
boys were riding hard to overtake the leader of
the Rustlers, and after them went the young
deadshot.
"Come on, you fools!" yelled Red Hooker, waving his hat defiantly. "I'll lead yer a hard chase,
an' you kin bet on it!"
The sorrel stallion rapidly forged to the front
of the pursuers, and then Tom Spot called out:
"Boys, Young Wild West has got ther horse
what will turn ther trick. He'll mighty soon
catch him.''
CHAPTER IL-Welcomed At Red River Ranch.
The girls and the two Chinamen rode on up
to the ranch house. They were greeted by a
middle-aged woman and two young girls, and
as they dismounted questions were asked of them
as to what had happened in sight of the house,
for thqse there had seen the cowboys and Young
Wild West and his partners gallop away hur·
rie~~
"They had the leader of the Rustlers a prisoner," Arietta answered quickly. "But somehow
he managed to get his hands free and he got
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away. I believe they wanted to take him alive,
"We comee with Young \Vild West, so be,"
so they did not shoot him, but they have gone spoke up Wing, who felt that it was his duty
in pursuit. They will catch hill), I am sure, for to explain matters as quickly as possible.
Young Wild West is with them."
"Young Wild West!" echoed Bill Ainsworth.
"Young Wild West, you say!" and the three "You don'J; mean ter say that he's here at my
-}ooked not a little surprised.
ranch, do yer?"
"Yes, we were riding along when we heard
"He be here pletty soonee," Hop hastened to
shooting near the bank of the river something reply, before Winlf. could frame words to anlike ten miles below, and then Wild was just swer the query. 'Havee bigee timee down um
in time to save the live of your foreman. He liver, so be. Um lustlers allee samee gettee
shot Red Hooker in the wrist, and just as he chasee by . um cowboys. Young Wild West comee
was about to fire a shot. As he was aiming at 'long and shootee um lifle outee Led Hooker's
the foreman of the cowboys, the chances are that ·hand; savee um foreman's life. Len ley catchee
his life was saved by what Wild did."
.
Led Hooker and startee for um ranch. But he
"Oh!" exclaimed one of the girls. "I am very gittee away, and Young Wild West and his partglad to hear that. If Tom had been killed I ners and um cowboys allee samee go catchee. ,
don't know what I should have done. So Young Velly bigee timee."
Wild West saved his life, did he?"
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Ainsworth, opening
"Yes, :'CU might call it that, I suppose."
wide his eyes. "They had ther leader of ther
,.- ·ell, I ·-·,:mt to thank him just as soon as Rustlers, did they?"
he shows up.''
•
"Lat light," declared Hop and Wing, as if in
The other girl smiled at this, and looked know- one voice.
ingly at Arietta.
"An' ther sneakin' g-aloot got away, did do?"
"Mamie is going to marry Tom Spot, you
"He allee samee gettee away pletty quickee,
know," she said. "The wedding is to take place so be," Hop said. "Velly bad man; velly muchee
this week, too."
·
quickee. But Young Wild West allee samee
"There was no need of you telling that, Annie," catchee. If he no catchee now, he catchee pletty
the sister retorted, his face flushing.
soonee. He no likee um bad Melican mans."
"\Veil, they would have found it out, anyhow,"
The ranchman questioned the two Chinamen
was the reply, "so what is the difference?"
and soon learned all that had happened. ReachYoung Wild West's sweetheart briefly related ing- the house and finding the three girls there,
what had happened, and th.en th,ey were all in- he gave them a regular old-fashioned Western
vited cordially to come in the house and make welcome. When he had heard the story of how
themselves at home.
they came to be there, which was in effect the
"I s'pose the two heathens work for you?" same as he had heard from the two Chinamen,
said Mrs. Ainsworth, as she looked at Hop and he joined in with his wife and declared that
Wing, who were standing at a respectful dis- they must surely remain at the ranch until after
the wedding of Tom Spot, the foreman, and his
tance and taking in all that was being said.
"Lat light," spoke up Hop, who, by the way, daughter, Mamie. It did not take the girls long
was sometimes called Young Wild West's clever to wash the dust and stains of traval from them,
Chinee, from the fact that he was a professional and then Anna insisted on helping the mistress,
card sharp and a magjcian of mean ability. He while her two daughters entertained Arietta and
was also fond of practical joking, and liked Eloise on the front porch. The sun was half
·whisky, ,Yhich he called "tanglefoot." But he below a distant ridge, and a cooling breeze had
had been of valuable service to Young Wild sprung up. Soon supper was announced.
"Come on and git your supper, Bill," t.he
V,est and his friends, since he had s~eral times
been the means of saving their lives, and all mistress of the ranch called out. "Fetch ther
two Chinamen in, too."
through his cleverness.
"No," spoke up Arietta, quickly. "Hop and
His brother, vVing, was a quiet sort of a Chinaman, who did the cooking for the party and 'Wing usually eat in the kitchen, when we are
assisted in all the work there was to be done. at a house. There is no need of breaking the
The two had bee11 traveling with our friends rule no-w."
"Well, if that's ther case they kin eat with
for two .or three years now, and they had both
become what might be called fixtures to the party. Moses and Lucy."
Wing did his work faithfully and well, while
Moses and Lucy i.vere an old couple of darkies,
Hop assisted a little and made fun for all hands. who lived with the Ainsworths in the capacity
They were soo11 comfortably installed inside of servants. Both had probably passed the sevthe house, sipping the buttermilk that had just enty mark, and their knotty wool was almost
been taken from the churn, while Hop and Wing white. They were very black, too, and when
were taking care of the horses. While the lat- the two Chinamen were conducted to the kih::h'.:n,
ter two were engaged in this the ranchman rode Hop bowed low to them, and exclaimed:
up to the barn. As he had come from a direc"Me iikee um niggee people, so be. Ley velly
tion that placed the barn between him and the nice."
house, he had not seen them, so he showed no
"My blother allee samee fool," spoke up \Ving,
little surprise when he dismounted.
for he knew that it was nothing more than a
"Velly nicee evening, so be," remarked Hop, in broad insult Hop had given the aged couple.
his bland and smiling way.
"You no minclee whatee him say."
"Thunder!" exclaimed the Ranchman. "Where
"Dat's all right," said the man, "we don't
did you fellers come from?"
mind being called niggers; we very much used
"Me comee flom China, so be," answered Hop, to dat."
affecting great innocence.
The meal the mis~~ess had put uJon the table
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was a very tempting one, indeed, and being
rather hungry, the girls ate heartily. They had
just about finished when suddenly a loud report
sounded from the kitchen, immediately followed
by screams of fright.
·
"I told you so," exclaimed Arietta. "Hop is up
to his old tricks again."
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"What's ther matter, Wild?" th& scout asked,
for he well knew that Red Hooker had succeeucJ
in getting away.
"Well, you can see what is the matter, Charlie, was the reply. "I hardly think the villain
rode down there," and he pointed down the steep"'
declivity. "Which way he went I don't know,
so I thoug:ht it best to wait here and ask the
opinions of the cowboys."
It was not long before the cowboys reached
CHAPTER III.-The Rustler Makes His Escape. the scene.
"He's got away, eh?" asked Tom Spot, the
Young Wild West led in the pursuit of Red foreman. "Well, I was putty sure he would,
Hooker, the leader of the Rustlers. Wild's sor- after he got well into ther timber strip."
rel stallion could easily outdistance the rest of
"Well," and our hero looked toward the west,
the horses, and it seemed that the next best which was now red from the rays of the sun
horse was the one the Rustler was riding. As that had gone down behind the range. "It won't
he had got- among the trees it was impossible be very long before it is dark, so I reckon we
for our hero to see him now. As l1e reached the may as well go back to the ranch."
timber, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were
After giving the horses a rest, they turned
nearly a hundred yards behind him, while the and rode slowly back through the woods. When
cowboys came along in a bunch a short distance they had covered about a mile the foreman sugbehind them. All were exerting their horses at gested that they turn off to the left, where the
top speed. As has been said, the timber strip h-aveling was better, since the cattle range joinwas less than a mile from the house, and ran ed the timber, and was comparatively level. They
along the edge of the river for a distance of did this, and when they were yet two or three
five or six miles. There was no doubt but that miles from the ranch, darkness settled upon the
Red Hoolrnr knew the way well through the_ scene. But the light of the house showed up
woods, and as there was a regular maze of under- ln·ightly before them, and going at an easy
growth in many parts of it, he had the atlvantage gait they gradually neared it.
over our hero. Strive as he might, the young
"Your boss has got a pretty fine ranch," obdeadshot could not get close enough to catch a served our hero, as he rode beside the foreman,
glimpse of the fugitive. When a mile had been and nodded toward the big herd of cattle that
covered in this way the boy began to think that were grazing close at hand.
the Rustler had got the best of him.
"Oh, yes," was the reply. "Bill has got a
"Well," he thought, "if we don't catch him thousand cattle that's fit for market now. He's
now, I'll make it my business to stay around been putty lucky since he settled up here. He
here long enough to do it. · That scoundrel is come up from Texas about three years ago, yer
altogether too clever in his ways to be allowed know."
to run loose. According to what the cowboys
"Is that so?" Well, Texas is a pretty good
say, his band has been defying the ranchmen place to raise cattle, some parts of it, anyway."
in this part of the country for some little time.
"Say!" and the foreman lowered his voice, as
It seems rather strange that they have not been though he did not want the rest of the cowboys
caught before this. But I suppose they wish to hear what he said, "maybe you'll be able to help
to show how clever they are in carrying on their to catch ther Rustlers to-morrow, or ther next
villainous work."
day. But if yer do, I don't want yer to go away
A mile further on Wild found himself at the not afore Thursday."
foot of a very rocky hill, which was probably
"Why, how is that?" our hero asked, wondertwo or three hundred yards from the bank of ing what he was driving at.
the river. High rocks were to be seen on every
"\Vell, yer see it's this way. I've saved up
hand, and the trees grew tall and thick.
some money since I've been workin' for Bill
"I reckon he's got the best of me," the boy Ainsworth, an' me an' his oldest gal has made
muttered, shaking his head.
up our minds to hitch up. To come right down
Then he turned and looked back for his com- to ther point, we're goin' to be married \Vednesday night. It'll be a mighty big time, since
panions. He was just able to catch a glimpse
there's four or five families around here what's
of Cheyenne Charlie, who had pulled away from
Jim Dart, and was probably two hundred yards been invited to come over, an' ther cowboys from
behind him. Pressing his lips tightly together, ther ranches hereabouts will turn out ter a
he urged the sorrel forward, and the next minute man. There'll be a dance an' plenty of good
he found himself right on the verge of a de- things to eat. I know putty well that you an'
scent that was altogether too steep to think of yer friends must like things of that kind."
"You're right on that, Tom," and Wild nodded
riding down.
"Baffled l" he exclaimed as he reared in his his head. "Going to be married, eh? Well, I
steed and quickly dismounted. "The Rustler reckon that will be about the best thing you
knows the lay of the land much better than I can do. I expect to be get married myself whe:1
I get as old as you are."
do, and he has succeeded in fooling me."
"Well, Mamie is a blamed fine gal, if I do
He looked around upon the ground for the
prints of the horse's hoofs, but it :vas so, hard say it myself. Her sister Annie,. is mighty nice,
and stony that none showed. Charlie soon came too, but she ain't more than seventeen, and they
up and brought his horse to a halt. Jim was ain't no one that she's seemed to take a likin'
for jest yet, though the1·e's lots of ther boys as
close behind him.
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would jump at ther chance to git her. But her
dad don't seem to take to any of 'em so much.
He sorter likes me, Bill does, 'cause I work
11utty hard for him, and he says I've helped him
whole lot to git ahead in ther world. He
told me yisterday that as soon as I become ther
husband of his da-g.ghter I was to have a half
ownership in ther ranch. What do yer think of
that for a boss?" ·
"Well, I reckon he must know pretty well what
he's doing. I have sized you up pretty well,
and my opinion is that you are a pretty good
fellow, and deserving of a nice woman for a
wife."
Some of the cowboys had heard the biggest
part of the conversation, as well as Charlie and
Jim. The cowboys now began jibing the foreman about his approaching marriage, and there
was more or less merriment during the rest of
the ride. A few minutes later they were at
the stable that was not far from the ranch
house, and then they were met by Bill Ainsworth, the ranchman.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he cried. "I know
yer don't know me, but I've seen you down in
Texas. Let me shake hands with yer. You're
jest as welcome to ther Red River Ranch ~s
anyone livin' could be. Put her there!"
"Glad to meet you, MT. Ainsworth," our hero
answered, as he gave the man's hand a hearty
grip:
"l see yer didn't git Red Hooker, did yer?"
asked Ainsworth. "'Well, I sorter expected somethin' like that. He's a putty sharp galoot, he
is. I s'pose when he got in ther woods he got
ther best of yer. Ther Rustlers has got a hangout somewhere among ther rocks down ther
river, an' no one seems to be able to find jest
where it is. But it's all right, anyhow. I know
your reputation enough to feel satisfied that
you'll git Hooker an' his gang. But come on
into ther house. There's been a big rumpus up
there. That funny Chinee of yours. has sorter
kept. things goin' worse than a wind-mill in a
thunder storm. But I ain't a bit mad at what's
he done, though ther gal called Arietta sa,ys
as how . you'll give ther heathen fits when you
catch him."
. CHAPTER IV.-Hop Blows Up the Kitchen.
Hop acted with much politeness and respect
during the time he was eating his supper in the
kitchen of the ranch house. But when he had
eaten enough to satisfy him he decided that it
was time to create a sensation. The kitchen
table was a square one, just about big enough
for four persons to sit at. He was seated at
one side, while Wing was at the end on his
left. The other two places were occupied by the
two old darkies, Moses and Lucy. Hop ate a
little faster than usual, for he had it in his mind
to give the two darkies a big surprise when he
got through. Of course there was not a great
deal to be seen in the kitchen of a ranch house.
But Hop's eyes finally rested upon the tall mantel that was over the big fire-place. Hop drew
a couple of cigars from his pocket and smiling
sweetly at the colored woman, he said:
"If me smokee you no likee, maybe."
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"Golly, Mister!" exclaimed Lucy, beaming upon him with· a smile. "Go on an' smoke, if yo'
want to. De boss done smoke in de kitchen, so
I done guess_ you kin."
"Alee light," and then Hop nodded to Moses
and tendered him one of the cigars.
"Maybe you smokee, so be?"
"Bless yo'," said the old darky, as he accepted
the gift. "It hab been a long while since I have
de chance to smoke a cigar. Very much obliged
to you, sar."
Hop lighted his cigar and pushed his chair
back, acting very much as though lie felt like
sitting there while his supper digested. He had
not given the darky a cigar that had been loaded
with powder, as might be supposed by some.
The cigar was all right, for he did not mean
to give the old fellow a shock in that manner.
He puffed away calmly until Moses was done
eating, and then he quickly struck a match and
let him light his cigar.
"Thank you, sar," the darky said, as he began
puffing away. "You am much of a gentleman,
even if you am a Chinee."
"Lat allee light," Hop retorted, blandly. "Me
allee samee havee father and mother whattee
_vely muchee gentlemen, so be. Lat makee me um
·
gentleman, a!lee samee."
"Was your mother a gentleman, too?" inquired
Lucy, looking a bit surprised.
"Lat light," and Hop looked as solemn as an
owl. "Allee Chinee women gentlemen in China,
so be. No lady."
Wing paid no attention to the conversation.
He was eating a little longer than usual, and
there was no doubt that was all he was thinking of just then. Hop had it in mind to give
him a sensation, as well as the two darkies,
since words had passed between them of anything
but a kindly nature. When Lucy at last arose
from the table and started to clear away the
dishes Hop sprang to his feet and began assisting her.
"Me showee you something," he said, as he
carried several dishes from the table and deposited them on a smaller table near at hand.
One of the plates contained a portion of Wing's
supper, which he had not yet eaten. But that
made no difference to his brother. As Wing
looked at him angrily for taking away the plate,
he shook his head and said:
"You allee samee eatee likee um hog, so be,
my blather. It um timee you gettee ·uppee."
"Let him stay dere as long as he wants to,"
spoke up the colored woman, mildly. "Me in
no hurry: me go ahead and wash de dishes while
he is eatin'."
"Allee light," and Hop appeared to be satisfied to let it go at that.
But as soon as the dishes were taken from
the table, be began placing all the pans and
kettles he could find in the kitchen upon it
right close to his brother. Wing seemed to be determined to stay there a little while longer, just
because Hop had taken away a portion of his
meal.
"'iVhatee you do now, my blotheT?" asked Wing.
"You keepee still, my blather. Me showee you
pletty quickee."
Then he quietly fillecl a pan with water and
put it upon the top c£ the pile he had already
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formed upon the table. Wing acted as though
he would like to get out of the way, but it must
have occured to him that if he did he would be
giving in to a whim of his brother, so he sat
there and appeared to be perfectly at his ease.
But Hop knew well that he would not stay there
very long now. He quietly drew a big firecracker from one of the pockets his coat contained, and managed to slip it under the pile
of pans and kettles without being observed by
anyone in the room. Having placed the cracker
just about where he thought it would do the
most damage, he coolly knocked the ashes from
the end of his cigar, and then touched the fuse
with the live coal that was there. Then he put
the cigar back in his mouth and stepped back
alongside Lucy, who was looking at the pile of
pans and kettles in wonder.
"What for you put dat pan of water up dere?"
she asked.
"You watchee," was the reply. "Me wantee
givee my fool blother a lillee washee."
The moment he said this Wing made a move
to get away from the table, for he realized that
something was going to happen. But he was
hardly quick enough. Bang! A loud report
rang out and the kettles and pans flew in every
direction. Just as though Hop had known perfectly well what he was doing, the pan of water
turned over gracefully and landed upside down
upon the head of Wing, drenching him with the
water. It was one of the big firecrackers that
Hop made himself, and the smoke that came
from it was so thick that the kitchen was filled
with it instantly. But the Chinaman knew just
where the door was, and the very instant the
explosion sounded he made a leap for it and
succeeding in getting outside.
If there had been no open windows the chances
are that the two darkies and Wing would have
been badly mixed up for a little while, for the
smoke would have remained there. As it was
they were fully a minute in recovering themselves. It was not many seconds before the
door of the dining room flew open and Arietta
came rushing to the scene. But Hop was not
there now. He had made a dive around to the
front of the house, and was sitting calmly upon
the porch, puffing away at his cigar.
"Whe1·e is Hop, Wing?" Arietta asked the
drenched Chinaman, who was scrambling to his
feet.
"He allee samee lun outtee, M_issee Alietta,"
was the reply. "He put um firecracker on um
table and makee go bang! Upsettee all um pans
and chuckee water on me. Hop velly muchee
fool Chinee. Me gettee bigee club and allee
samee bleak his head."
"Well, I should say he needed something like
that," the girl retorted, for she was really angry
at what the Chinman had done.
But a laugh from the ranchman changed her
mind slightly. There he stood in the doorway,
laughing so heartily that tears were rolling down
his face as the sight met his gaze. Moses was
in the act of assisting Lucy to her feet, and
as Wing got up he looked about as ches~fallen
and humiliated as a mortal could. The pans
and kettles were scattered all about the room,
though nothing had been broken. The old darkies
tried to explain it, but it was impossible for them
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to do so, since they had not the least idea what
had caused the ex~losion. ;Anna and Eloise joined the ranchman m laughmg, and then Arietta
y,as compe~led to do likewise. Seeing them laugh-.~
mg, the mistress and her two daughters quickly
followed suit.
Then Lucy must have been reassured a little,
for presently she laughed, too. Moses had lost
his cigar in the excitement, and he began looking
about the room for it. When he found it he
gave a nod of satisfaction, and declared that
it was quite a taste of the Fourth of July that
had been given them.. Ai·ietta felt that Hop
must have a lecture for what he had done so
she went in search of him. She looked all aro'1.md
at the rear of the house, but could not find him
anywhere, so she went around to t he front. There
he sat, just as though he had never thought of
such a thing as playing a practical joke on anyone.
"Hop," said Arietta, sternly,- "I shall tell Wild
of what you have done when he comes back.
You deserve to be punished."
"Me no undelstandee, Missee Alietta," was the
reply.
"Don't talk to me that way, Hop. It won't
do~ I know just as well as you do what you did.
It's a shame to do such things and make trouble
for such people as there are here at this house."
It was about an hour afterward that the party,
sitting on the porch of the ranch house, heard a
yell from the rear of the house. It was the voice
of Wing, as the girls knew right away.
"Hip, hi!" he shouted. "Lookee outtee . Help,
help! Whattee mattee?''
"What in thunder is up now?" cried the astonished ranchman, as he leaped to his feet and
ran through the house.
Seizing a lantern that Moses had just lighted
preparatory to going outside to finish doing his
chores, Ainsworth ran in the direction the shouting came from. The rest followed, though the
girls were much alarmed. They guessed right
away that Hop had been playing another trick
upon his brother. There was a tree a - few
yards from the back of the house, and as the
ranchman reached it and held up his lantern
he saw the form of a man hanging head downward from one of the limbs. It was Wing. Hop
had prowled around and caught him dozing under the tree, and it had been quite easy for
him to slip a noose about one of his ankles and
get the end of the rope over a limb that was
nearly directly above him. When this had been
done he had walked away as far as the rope
would permit him, and then hauled away until
he had his brother hanging in mid-air. Then
he quickly made the rope fast to another tree
and disappeared from the scene.
"Well, by thunder!" exclaimed the ranchman,
when he saw who it was. "What's goin' ter happen next around here, I wonder?"
But he could not help laughing, and leaving
the yelling Chinaman hanging there for the
space of a minute longer he held fast to his
sides and let out a loud guffaw. But finally he
got a knife and cut Wing down.
"Why, you ain't hurt, heathen," he said.
"What did yer do all that yellin' for?"
"Me no likee hang in um tlee, so be," the cook
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declared. "Waitee till me find my fool blather.
Me allee samee bleak him head." .
"See here, Wing!" said Arietta, sternly, "you
threatened to do that very thing once before this
evening. Now take my advice, and go and do it.
I think he deserves something of the kind."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta," and Wing at once
went in search of a club that would suit his purpose.
He found a big stick, and then started to look
for his brother. But Hop had disappeared,
though there was no doubt that he was close by
taking it all in. It was not long after that when
they heard the clatter of hoofs, and then they
knew that the cowboys weTe returning, and that
Wild and his partners must be with them.
"I'll go down to ther stable an' meet 'em,"
said Ainsworth, as he got a lantern and left the
·
house.
A few minutes later he returned, and with him
were our hero and his partners and the foreman.
""Tell, Et," said Wild, as he met his sweethea1·t, "Mr. Ainsworth says that there has been
a high old time here, and that Hop has caused
it. Where is the heathen?"
"I don't know, Wild," the girl replied. "He
has not been seen lately. But Wing is somewhere looking for him with a club. He declares
he is going to break his head when he finds
him."
"Well, let them go. I reckon there won't be
much harm done if he happens to find him. If
there has been any damage done I will gladly
pay. for it, MT. Ainsworth."
"Don't talk about payin' for damage what that
funny heathen does heTe. Why, I'd jest as lief
see him do ther same thing ag'in. It's ther
funniest thing has happened on this ranch since
it's been here."
It was not long before Wild and his partners
and the cowboy foreman were seated at the table
doing full justice to the meal that was set before them. The rest of the cowboys had dismounted at the shanty that they used as a quarters, and were no doubt doing the same.
CHAPTER V.-The Rustlers At Their Retreat.
· Red Hooker knew p1·etty well that he was going to get away after he once got into the woods.
His horse was one of the swiftest to be found
in that section, and he depended upon the animal
to carry him safely to the hiding place of the
Rustlers. Knowing the way as he did, it was
quite easy for him to take the best route through
the timber, and when he finally reached the spot
where Young Wild West had halted to give up
the chase, the villain turned abruptly to the
right and rode down a slope to a narrow defile.
This he rode into and soon came to the mouth
of a cave. We say cave, though it would be
better to make it caves, for there was a rocky
labyrinth of passages running from the underground place "that Red Hooker rode into.
The Rustler quickly dismounted, and then led
llis horse into one of the passages without delay.
He made several turns, and in a couple of minutes came to a broad cavernous place that was
li1rhted almost at the verv ton by a circular onen-
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ing. While the light that came through this wa,.
rather dim, objects could be discerned quitte
plainly.
A dozen or more horses were tied along one
side of the big cave, while at the other there
was a rough table and some stools and boxes.
In a corner trickled a stream of water, so it
can readily be seen that it was an admirable spot
for such a gang to make their headquarters.
"I wonder how it is ther boys ain't got here
yet?" the leader of the Rustlers muttered, as he
looked around and found the place devoid of a
human being, save himself. "They've had plenty
of time, it seems to me. But maybe they went
on down on thet other side of the river, fearin'
that they would be followed. Well, they'll be
here after a while, anyhow, that I know, 'cause
no one was after 'en1."
It -was getting dark now, so Hooker stTuck a
match and lighted a swinging lamp that was
ove1· the table. This done, he took some eatables
from a box and proceeded to enjoy a cold lunch,
washing it down with water.
There was more than one entrance to the retreat, and after he had satisfied his hunger, Red
Hooker walked in a direction almost opposite to
the way he had come in, and soon found a passage that Jed upward and outside into the air. He
had ba1·ely got outside when the clatter of hoofs
told him that somebody was coming.
He stood in the shadow of a rock and waited
until six horsemen rode up and came to a halt
within a few feet of him. They were members of
his band, as he saw at a glance.
"Hello, boys! So you've got back. eh ?'l he
said, as one of them dismounted. "Well, I got a
little ahead of you, I reckon."
"Great ginger!" exclaimed one of the villains.
"Red is here, sure enough, boys. How in thunder
did yer git away, Red?"
"Well, I managed to slip my bonds, and then
it was not very hard to do it. My horse carried
me through, all right, an' I knowed a little more
about ridin' through ther woods than Young Wild
West an' the rest of 'em did. But that boy sartinly kept close to me, in spi1 e of ther way I
tried to fool him an' make h'. m run plumb intt.
a thick pile of bushes. I jest got at ther openin'
at tber other side in time, I kin tell yer."
The villains showed how glad they were to see
him there by shaking hands with him and giving
vent to exclamations of delight. vVithout their
leader they would have been at a Joss what to
do.
"Vve was almost afraid to come back here," said
one of them, as they Jed their horses inside.
"We thought they had you for sure this time,
Red."
"You didn't me~ to give up business, jest because they 11,ir,d me, did yer'?" the leader asked.
laughingly. "Ain't there cne of yer who coulr!
manage to go ahead an' run things, ther same
as I've been doin'?"
"Not a one of us, Red, I'm sure cf that," came
the reply, whi-le the rest nodded their heads
vigorously to show that they believed the same
way.
"Well, you have got to get ove1· that. I havo
told yer lots of times that yer always want to
be thinkin' an' figurin' on a way to d0 things.
You fellers leave it all to me even• time. Bnt.
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come on in an' set down. I s'pose you're hungry.
I'll git out somethin' to eat while you're attendin'
to your horses. I've had my supper. I jest
finished it a few mmutes ago."
The leader showed that he was none too good
to wait on his men, and this was one reason
why he had such a strong hold upon them. He
did not place himself above them, only when it
came time for him to lead them on a raid, or
when danger threatened. A few minutes later
seven Rustlers we1·e sitting at the table. While
the six ate heartily of the cold meat, bread
and potatoes, and washed it down with water,
the seventh puffed away at his pipe at the head
of the. table.
"There's one thing about this business, boys,"
Red said, after a rather lengthy pause. " We"ve
got a place here that will be mighty hard to
find. There's PO many caves under ther ground
in these parts that it ain't likely a fellow stl'ikes
this one in a week, not if he come in ther way
I did to-night. But if they should happen to find
ther ravine al'ound on ther other side, it would
be difl'el'ent. It's only a narrow gut, yer know,
an' it leads direct to here."
"Yes," spoke one of the ~nen, "but you know
that a hundred feet from ther back of the cave
there's a place that makes it look as though it's
a blind gut. It was only by accident that we
found ther way in, yer know."
"Yes, that's so, Dick. But you must remember
that Young Wild West is after us now."
"So yer said a little while ago, Red. But who
is Young Wild West, anyhow?"
"He's nothin' but a boy. But I reckon he kin
do more than ten ordinary men kin. I know all
about him. I've hea1·d what he's done to gangs
of road agents, cattle thieves, outlaws an' sich.
They call him ther Champion Deadshot of ther
West, an' I reckon he is, too. But it ain't that
what means so much; it's ther nerve he's got.
He ain't afraid of nothin', an' he never gits a
bit excited, no matter what happens. That boy
is always l'eady to do jest what oughter be
done. He's mighty shrewd, too, an' -if he makes
up his mind to help ther cowboys from the Red
River Ranch to hunt us down, you kin bet that
we'll have to be mighty careful."
"I've heard about Young Wild Wes t an' his
pards, too," spoke up a man who was called
Bobber. "He had two 01· three gals with him,
didn't he?"
"Yes three of 'em-leastwise one of 'em is a
young ~oman. She's ther wife of ther tall galoot
they calls Cheyenne Charlie. Both gals is mighty
putty, I kin tell yer, especially the one with ther
yaller hair, which is ther sweetheart of Young
Wild West. I know all about ther whole lot
of 'em, for I've seen 'em once afore. There's
two heathens with 'em, too. To tell ther truth,
boys, while I was ridin' along . a prisoner w\th
that gang I sorter fell in love with ther. gal ':'1th
ther yaller hair. She's about ther puttiest piece
of calico I've ever sot eyes on, an' I've seen a
whole lot all ther way from Mex ico to Idaho.
Maybe if we kin manage to fix Young Wild
West an' his pards I'll be able to git that gal
an' make her my bride. I'm always lookin' for
a wife, yer know, boys. I'm a regular ladies'
man.''
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"But yer ain't never got one yet," Bobber said,
with a laugh.
"No that's a fact. I'll admit I ain't very
hands~me, an' that ther women folks ain't likely
to fall in love with me. But that don't make
no difference. There comes a time in every man 's
life when he thinks he oughter be married,
whether he ever does git married or not. When
I make up my mind to hitch up I_'m goin' ter ta~e
ther gal I want an' go an' do 1t, whet~er she ;;
willin' or not. Ther fact that Young Wild West
is a terror to evil-doers, as they call it, mea n::i
that ther quicker we put him out of the way
ther better it will be for us, an' everybody in
our line of business. If that's done ther yaller
haired gal they calls Arietta won't have no lover.
She'll be lookin' for sympathy, of course, an' I'll
be jest ther one to give it to her. Ha, ha, ha!
Jest imagine Red Hook~r gittin' marrie_d to ,a
putty yaller haired gal hke that. Boys, 1t don t
seem possible, does it?"
"It sartinly don't," B obber answered. "An' if
I was to tell you ther truth I'd say it won't be
possible, either. Red, you had better let t~er
gal alone until after you've settled matters with
tber boy an' his pards."
"Well thel'e's a little ·wisdom in what you
say Bobber," the leader admitted. "Maybe I'll
do 'as you say. But I said a little while ago
that Young Wild West an' his pards had to
be attended to first.''
The villain then related how he had been taken
nearly to the ranch before he managed _to slip
the bonds that held his hands tied behmd his
back.
"It was a mighty tough chase I had, boys,"
he added, "but I got here all right. Now th_en,
we've got to keep a shal'p watch ther first thmg
in ther mornin'. It ain't likely them galoots
stayed around these parts very long. They we nt
on back to ther r a nch, of course. But they'll
be com~' around ther first thing in ther mornin',
see if they don't. Young Wild West is probably
mad about me gittin' away, an' he won't want
to give up until he gits . me ag'in. I must think
of a way to set a t1·ap for 'em. While I don't
want ter kill any of ther cowboys, I do thmk
it would be advisable to git rid of Young W ild
West an' his two pards as soon as we kin, fo r
ther reasons I've already talked about. Look at
ther good ~ e'll be doin' for ~eople tha~'s in o_u~
line of busm ess! Young Wild West 1s nothm
but a boy, but he's got a way of doin' things
that men can't. I'm a -putty good shot myself,
but I wouldn't want ter face him with a g-un.
I've got a mark on my wrist, which pains a little
at this minute that he put there. He could haYe
shot me dead when he put it there, but be only
done it jest to kee p me from shootin' Tom Spot,
ther foreman of ther ·Red River Ranch. I meant
business when I put my carbine to my shoulder
that time, but that bullet come along an' put a
stop to it. But it's all right. Jest leave this thing
to me. We'll lay here quiet like this till to-morrow
mornin', an' then as soon as we have our breakfast I'll go out and watch for 'em to come after

us.''
The Rustlers finished their evening meal, and
then some of them went out to gather fodder for
their horses. The villains played cards until
orobablv ten o'clock. and then thev turned in
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and went to sleep, not taking the precaution to
leave a man on guard, since they were all firm
in the belief that their retreat could not be
found. N otlyng occurred to disturb them during the night, and at daylight Red Hooker awoke
-and quickly aroused the rest.
"Boys, I want some coffee for my breakfast,"
he said. "Jest go outside somewhere an 1 kindle
a 1_ittle _fi~e. T:11ere's some beefsteak here, too,
which amt spoiled yet, so yer kin brile some
of that. I reckon there won't be no one around
quite as early as this, so the smoke won't be
seen."
. Two of them hastened to do his bidding, and
1t was not long before a fire was burning in the
narrow ravine, something like fifty yards distant from the rear entrance. The Rustlers ate
their breakfast, and then Red Hooker led his
horse from the cave and started out to look for
Young Wild West. He was gone nearly an hour,
and when he came back he was in very much of
a hurry.
"They're comin', boys!" he exclaimed. "Now
then, I reckon one of us has got to go out an'
keep a watch on 'em. They'll ride here, too. I
seen 'em at a halt not far away from ther otlier
entrance."
"I'll go, Red," spoke up the man called Dick
Jennings.
"All right, Dick," was the reply.
Jennings was not long in getting ready, and
then he started through one of the passages
that would bring him out into the cave.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild Captures 'one of the
Rustlers.
Young Wild West was not long in finding Hop
Wah after he had been introduced to the ranchman's wife and daughters. He reprimanded the
Chinaman severely fo1· what he had done, and it
was taken very meekly. But Hop was used to
being scolded, so it really had no effect on him.
In spite of the exciting adventures of the late
afternoon, it was a very jolly party at the
house that night. It was rather late when our
fr~ends retired that night, but they were up
bright and early the next morning. Wild had
told Tom Spot that he wanted to be off as soon
as possible in the morning, to start on the nunt
for the Rustlers, and he had been assured that
the c9wboys would be ready whenever he was.
It was scarcely daylight when our hero and his
two partners sat down to breakfast with the
ranchman. When the meal was over they at
once went to the stable and found the cowboys
ready ang waiting.
"How many men do yer think will be enough?"
Tom Spot asked, after he had greeted our friends.
"'Vell, I reckon two or three will do," was the
reply. "We don't need a whole lot, you know.
There are only seven of the Rustlers, you know."
"Yes, that's all there is of 'em, as far as we
know. We've never heard of there bein' any
more."
"Well, if you are very busy at the ranch I
reckon we don't need any of you. Charlie and
Jim are enough to go with me on a mission of
this kind."
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"Oh, I want to go along, Wild," the foreman
declared, his face falling at the thought of being
left behind. "I sa1·tinly kin be of some help
to you, yer know."
"All right then. Suppose you select a couple
of your best men and come with us, then. I
am pretty sure the rest will be needed to look
after the cattle on the range."
"Well, ,all right. We've g?t more men, you
know, an if they was called m an' divided they
co~ld attend to ther work, even if we all went_;,
Well, you and two more will be enough."
All the cowboys who had been in pursuit of
the Rustlers were anxious to go, but they made
no complaint when the foreman selected two of
them and told the others to go out to their
regular work for the day. It was not Jong before our hero and his partners were riding away
with the foreman and the two cowboys. They
took the trail straight for the place where Red
Hooker had disappeared the evening before. But
as they were nearing the place our hero slackened
the speed of his horse and said to his companions:
"If the Rustlers have a hiding place somewhere
around here, as you seem to think I reckon we
had better be a little cautious. Th'e chances are
that they are just about in the humor to shoot
us down from ambush. Hooker knew me, though
I don't remember of ever having seen him before. Probably he don't like me, especially after
what I did to him. That means that he would
be only t~o glad of the chance to pop me over
from behmd a rock or tree. We will take it a
little easy. I think we'd better dismount here,
and then Charlie and I will go ahead on foot
and do a little scouting.
"Just as you say, Young Wild West" the
foreman answered. "I reckon you kno~ your
business."
"You kin bet your life he does," the scout declared. "What Wild don't know about this sort
of thing, nobody else does."
Leaving theil' ho1·ses in charge of Tom and
the cowboys, Wild and Charlie set out on foot.
When they came in sight of the brink of the
steep descent they became very cautious and kept
themselves well hidden as they proceeded. When
they came to the spot where they had halted
the night before they turned to the right and
it was not long before they found the prints
of horses' hoofs.
"Ah,;" exclaimed the young deadshot, in a whisper. . If we had only come this ~ay last night
we might have b0.en able to track the Rustler
to his lair. But I thought it would be useless
to make a search for him. Never mind, Charlie.
Maybe we can do it now."
"That's right, Wild," came the whispered reply.
The ~wo followed the hoof prints, and in a very
sho1·t time they came to the mouth of the cavern
from which so many passages branched, and led
undergl'ound.
"There's where the Rustler went Charlie "
our ~ero said, in a vel'y low tone of voice. ,IT
feel Just as sure of that as if I had seen him with
my own eyes."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply, for the
scout always agreed with everything the young
deadshot said. "But there's so many ways to g·o
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here that it'd be mighty hard ter find ther right a fine dust, too, and if anyone had been that way
before him the prints of hoofs or foot-prints must
one."
"Yes, that's true enough. But we have got to ceTtainly show. Back went the boy, and when
depend a little bit on our luck. If we have good he reached the big cave Charlie was not to be
.__.
luck we'll strike the right way in a hurry. But seen.
"I reckon Charlie must have had luck to go
come on. I am going to take that second opening
from the right. You take the next. It is quite a little further than I did," he thought. ."Well,
likely we will both come, out in the same place, I'll take the next passage that's large enough to
go through, and try again. The third time genanyho.w."
The scout nodded, and then without any hesi- erally succeeds, so they say."
The Toute he selected this time was a little
tation he crept forward and entered the narrow
passage. Both passages were amply wide enough wider than either of the others, and when he
to permit a horseman to ride through. But the had gone about twenty feet into it he knelt
ground was so rocky that it was impossible to down and struck a match. There was a thin
see anything like hoof-prints. It was simply a dust covering the rocky floor, and just as the
case of guess-work now, but Young Wild West match flickered and went out he was positive
had often depended upon that. Wild pusned his he saw a hoof-print in it. He lighted another
way along through the passage, which soon be- match and then became assured of it.
"I
"Ah!" he exclaimed, undeT his breath.
came so dark that he could not see his hand
before his face. Every now and then he paused reckon I have struck the right way at last. Now
l'nd listened. But no sounds could be heard. It then, I had better go back and find Charlie.
There is no need of Jetting him follow a blind
was as still as the grave in there.
"I reckon I'd better light a match," the boy trail in the darknees.
muttered, and then he was not long in doing so.
Out he went, and quickly turned into the pasIt was well that he did this, for less than t.en sage the scout had taken. Though he knew he
feet ahead of him there was a sudden break, had been preceded, Wild was just as cautious
and if he had gone on he would have fallen into as though he was going it blind. He felt his
a chasm. Creeping up to the edge of the hole, way care!ully along, and lighted a match whe:ihe held out a match and found that it was al- eveT he thought it necessary. In this way he
together to·o wide for him to think of leaping proceeded for fully two hundred feet, and then
over it.
he became conscious that someone was near
"I reckon I've struck the wrong passage," he him: While it was naturnl for him to think it
thought, "unless there is some sort of a bridge was Charlie, the boy did not take it for granted.
to cross it. Maybe there is, and it is hidden He crouched close to the side of the passage
somewhere. I'll make sure about this before I and listened. Someone . was surely coming, and
with a very cautious tread, at that. A few secleave."
Two or three more matches were brought into onds later the footsteps sounded within a few
play, but the boy was unable to find anything inches of where the boy was crnuching. But it
that was the least suggestive of a bridge. There was so dark that he could see nothing. Wild
was nothing to do now but to retrace his steps, listened and as the footsteps went on he deso he started back from the entrance. When he cided that it was not Cheyenne Charlie. He knew
the scout's step too well to be deceived.
got there he found Charlie waiting for him.
Rising to his feet he staTted after the person
"I reckon you must have had bad luck, too,"
the scout said. "I didn't go very far afore I who was walking so stealthily through the pascome to a solid wall of rock. I lighted matches sage. Wild did not make the least sound as
. and found out that there was no hollow sounds he proceeded, though the person who was ahead
to come from ther rock, an' then I made up my did. On they went, the boy not moTe than twenty
mind that I was wrong, so I jest come right feet behind Urn man, who Wild was quite suTe
back. I've only been there about a minute waitin' now must be one of the Rustlers. The moment
the dim light showed at the mouth of the pasfor yer."
"Well, I didn't find a wall to stop me from sage Wild caught a glimpse of him and saw. that
going any further, but I did find a wide chasm," it was a stranger. That was quite enough. It
our he1·0 answered. "I struck a match just about struck him· right away that Charlie had been
in time to discover it, too. I am satisfied that caught by the Rustlers and that one of them
Red Hooker did not go that way, anyhow. Now had come out in search of the companions he
might have with him. The boy was not a little
then, we'll try again."
He took a good look at the opening that lay distuTbed, because he did not know whetheT the
before them in the rear of the cave now, and scout had been killed or not. But he had heard
finally they decided to take the two that were no sounds to indicate such a thing, or even that
next to those they had already gone into, since he had ,been captured.
"I reckon I'd better catch that fellow and find
they weTe plenty laTge en8ugh to admit a horseman. Wild was a little more careful than he out what has happened to Charlie," he thought.
had been t11e first time, foT he kept feeling every "That is about the best way to do it, I reckon."
The man had paused at the mouth of the passtep with his· feet before he took it. He lighted
a match now and then, too, when he found he sage, and was kneeling upon one knee in a liscould hear no sounds. But he had not gone tening attitude. The young deadshot stepped UJL
more than two hundred feet when the passage without making a sound that was audible, and
ca-mo to an abrupt termination. An examination quickly reached the unsuspecting man. With his
showed th\' boy that it was impossible to go any left hand, the boy made a quick grab and caught
further that way, since there was nothing but him by ,the back of the neck, pressing his fingers
solid rock there. The ground was coveTed with tightly upon it, while he thrust the muzzle of his
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revolver against his ear at the same time, and
exclaimed:
"Make one little sound and off goes the top
of your head!"
"A gurgling gasp came from the lips of the
..-man, and then he tried to wriggle himself free
from the boy's grasp. But Young Wild West's
grasp was a strong one, and he quickly subdued the fellow:
"Let up!" whispered -the suprised man, hoarsely. "I won't say a word."
'' All right, if you open your mouth again until
I tell you to, I'll surely shoot you dead, you
sneaking scoundrel. Come out here in the light,
and don't make any more noise than is necessary
when you do it."
The Rustler, for it certainly was one of Red
Hooker's gang, obeyed without hesitation. Then
Wild had a good chance to look him · over. He
had not been close enough to see the Rustlers
plainly when he fired the shot that saved the
life of the cowboy foreman, but it was easy
for him to guess that this was one of them.
Anyhow, his general appearance indicated that
he was a villain. Wild had made a study of
the faces of the different types of men he came
in contact with, and he always had been able to
form a conclusion as to the character of those
who posse.~sed them.
"Hold up your hands!" he said.
The Rustler obeyed instantly.
Then' the boy, keeping the muzzle of his revolver on ,a line with the villain's heart, reached
over and took the one from his belt.
"Naw . then," said he, "what happened to my
partner?"
The man shook his head and looked surprised.
"I don't know, feller," he said, taking care
to speak in a very low tone of voice. "I didn't
see nobody until you grabbed me by ther back of
ther neck. I knowed there was someone outside
here, though, an' I come out to see what they
was up ter."
There was something in the way the Rustler
spoke that convinced Wild that he was telling the
truth.
"You're sure you didn't see anyone before you
came out?" he asked.
"You're ther first one I seen," came the reply.
"You saw your friends befo1·e you came out,
didn't you?"
The man hesitated.
"Speak out," and the revolver moved thl'eateningly before him.
"Yes, of course, I seen them. But I didn't
see no one else. I'm tellin' yer ther truth. You're
Young Wild West, ain't yer?"
"Yes, that's who I happen to be."
"Well, if you find that I've lied to you, you
kin shoot me dead, that's all."
Wild was a little puzzled as to what to do
Even if the man had told the truth
now.
Charlie might be in- danger by this time. It was
quite sure that the passage led to the headquarters of the Rustlers, and if that was the
fact the scout must have reached it by this
time. But Wild knew that he was very cautious,
and it might be that he had h'idden himself and
permitted the man to pass him, the same as he
had done himself. The boy thought quickly.
Then l1e decided to escort the Rustler to Jim and
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the cowboys, and then go back in search of the
scout.
"You will come with me," he said, nodding to
his captive. "Come on. Be mighty careful that
you don't make an outcry, too. If you make
one little call for help, I will put a bullet through
you. I mean what I say."
"I don't want ter die jest yet, Young Wild
West," was the reply. "I'll do jest as yer say,
an' take my chances on gittin' out of this scrape.n
"All right. What is your name?"
"Dick Jennings is ther handle I goes by."
"And you're a Rustler, of course?"
"Maybe I am."
"Your gang is back there somewhere in hiding,
too, I suppose?"
"They might be."
"Well, I'll take it for granted that they are.
You come along with me. Maybe before we get
through with you, you will be glad to tell us all
about it."
The young deadshot hurried along with his
prisoner, taking care to keep well concealed from
the view of any of the Rustlers, should they happen to be around. Wild soon reached Jim and
the cowboys, and then Dick Jennings, the Rustler,
was quickly bound so there was no chance of his
getting away.
CHAPTER VII.-Charlie Is Rescued-Wild Is
Captured.
"Jim," said Wild, "I reckon you had better go
with me to look for Charlie. Maybe something
has happened to him. He went into the same
passage the Rustler came out of, and it seems
ratp.er strange that they should not have met.
But I suppose that could easily have happened,
though, since he walked right past me wjthout
knowing I was there. Come on."
"All right," answered Jim, his eyes lighting
up, for he was much pleased when asked to accompany the young deadshot on such missions.
"Don't let your prisoner get away, boys," cautioned our hero, as he was starting away from
·
the spot.
"You kin bet we won't, Wild," Tom Spot answered.
"Keep your eyes open, too, for the chances are
that the Rustlers have another way of getting
out of their retreat, and they might come around
and surprise you."
"We'll attend to _that part of it," the foreman
assured him.
Wild and Jim lost · no time in getting to the
mouth of the cavern place. The young deadshot
had marked well in his mind the passage, so there
was no trouble in finding it when he got back.
But he was not sure that some of the rest of the
villains might not take a notion to come out, so
he proceeded with the utmost caution. It was
needless to tell Jim to be careful, for he knew
very well what to do.
"Well, Jim," said the young deadshot, as he
came to the place, "here is where Charlie went,
and where the Rustler came out. The one to the
left has hoof-prints showing in it so that must
mean that there are two ways to get into the
hiding place of the band. Dut'we will go this
way, since we know we can get there by doir,f
so."
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Jim gave a nod, and then the two entered
the passage. Our hero had provided himself
with a piece of resinous stick, so be now would
be able to light the way without using so many
matches. He would have questioned the prisoner,
but he thought he might tell him anything but
the truth as to how things were situated there,
and that might lead them into danger. But he
was well satisfied that the distance was not very
great. Lighting his improvised torch, he led the
way through the dark underground passage,
which wound this way and that, but led directly
away from the starting point. Revolver in hand,
Jim Dart kept close behind him. Wild held his
hat ready to cover the light he carried at an
instant's notice. The two went up, moving cautiously and not making a sound.
That Charlie had not emerged from the passage our hero was quite certain of. If he had
done so he surely would have waited in the outside cave for him. It happened that the passage the two boys were following was not the
regular one that was used by the Rustlers. It
was more crooked and not so wide. Still, it led
to the identical place, so there was nothing
really strange that Jennings had chosen it to
make an exit and watch those who were after
the band. Wild and Jim had not gone very
far past the spot where our hero had crouched
while the villain passed him when they heard
the unmistakable sounds of voices in the distance.
"Ah!" exclaimed the young deadshot, as he
shielded the flaming torch with his broad-brimm ed
hat, "I reckon we're getting pretty close, Jim:'
"Yes," was the reply. "Those voices come
from a point not more than a hundred feet away,
I should say. But there's a wall of rock between, I am sure, for the sounds appear to ·be
muffled."
"Yes, that's quite likely. Well, we'll go on a
little further with the light, and then we'll extinguish it. Come on."
This brief conversation was carried on in
whispers, of course, for the boys did not mean
that they should be heard by anyone who might
be watching near at hand. A little further on
the passage became more straight, and then it
was they saw a faint light at the other end.
That was quite enough to cause Wild to extinguish the torch without waiting any longer. He
thrust it in a niche, and leaving it the1·e so it
could be found in case it was needed again, he
drew his revolver and started ahead, treading
with the softness of a cat. After him came Jim,
bent upon sticking to his partner no matter what
occurred. They did not have, to take very many
steps before they came to a solid wall of black
rocks. But an examination showed them that
the passage turned abruptly to the left, so they
did not halt more than a second or two. Ten
feet in that direction and there was another tm·n,
and then it was that they found themselves upon
the threshold of the Rustlers' retreat.
There were a number of horses munching grass
and hay 1·ight before them. Our hero looked at
his partner and gave a nod of satisfaction. But
he was wondering what had become of the scout,
for it seemed strange that they had not come
upon him.
"It must be that they have got "'Charlie," he
whispered softly. "They seem to be talking in
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a way that shows pleasure o~er something don't
'
you think so?"
"I
"That's right, Wild," Jim answered.
wouldn't be a bit surprised if they have got
him."
"Well, we will find out pretty soon now. Corne
on."
The boy :1ow dropped upon his hands and knees
and crept mto the big cave near the horses. As
he looked to the right he saw the Rustlers
gathered in a bunch. Some were sitting down,
but _two _or three were standing, and all were
lookm~ m one direction. The eyes of Wild
and Jim t1_1rned that way, as might be supposed,
and then 1t was that they found out what had
become of the scout. He was lying upon the
rocky floor of ~he cave, bound hand and foot!
Wild shot a quick glance at Jim, which meant
that he must be prepared for anything that might
happen. Jim nodded, showing that he fully understood.
Young Wild West knew that if the scout was
to be rescued they must act quickly. There>
were six villains to deal with, but that made
little difference to him when he once decided
what he was going to do. He decided to wait
a moment or lwo and hear what the Rustlers
were talking about. What he had heard S'l
far seemed to be expressions of satisiaction. It
was just then that the scout, who seemed to be
quite cool, in spite of the fact that he had been
surprised and made a prisoner, observed:
"Well, you sneaking galoots, you have been
ta~kin' about it long enough to make up y 0 ,ir
rnmds what you're goin' ter do with me. Yer
sartinly ketch_e1 me all right, an' I'm ready to
take my rned1cme. But yer wouldn't have got
me if I hadn't leaned against a loose stone that
would have fell upon me if I hadn't run out of
ther way. As it was, ther stone knocked me
down an' give yer ther chance to git hold of
me afore I could do anything. Now then what
'
are yer goin' ter do with me?"
"I s'pose you're mighty anxious to know Cheyenne Charlie," Red Hooker answered, as he leaned over and glared at the prisoner. "But I reckon we'll let yer keep wonderin' a little while
One thing I'll tell yer, don't yer think that you'li
ever see Young Wild West again. Now then,
yer know that much; maybe it eases your mind
somewhat."
"Oh, I ain't worryin' much," Charlie answered
'
·
'
coolly.
words
few
a
in
explained
really
The scout had
how it was he came to fall into the hands of the
'Rustlers. He had been close at the end of the
passage trying to hear what was being said, for
he could hear the voices of the villains, when
he heard Jennings start to leave the place. Like
Wild, he had crouched close to the side of the
passage and allowed the Rustler to go on past
him. Then he had crept on through to where
the horses were, and as he leaned against a Mck
to get a sight of those in the cave, a big rock
sta1·ted to fall upon him. He had to leap squarely into the cave in order to escape being crushed
by it. and, as he had just said to the Rustlers,
it had struck him just hard enough to send him
sprawling. His revolver was knocked from his
hand at the time, so before he could do anything
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the villains had set upon him and rendered him
powerless.
Jennings had told the truth when he said he
had seen nothing of the scout, for he must have
_, been at the mouth of the passage when the accident befell Charlie. It happened that Wild was
even then crouching behind the rock that had
caused the trouble for him.
··So yer think I won't never see Young Wild
·west ag'in, do yer?" the scout remarked, after
a short silence, during which all but two of the
Rustlers sat' down.
"I'm sartin of it," Red Hooker declared. "I
know yer won't, Cheyenne Charlie. He may be
putty close by at this minute, for all I know.
But you kin bet all you're worth you ain't never
goin' ter set eyes on him ag'in."
"All right. We'll wait an' see."
Hooker paid no attention to the last remark,
but turned to the two who were standing near
the helpless scout, and said:
"Jest take him outside by ther back way. Tie
him up good an' strong an' put a gag in his
mouth. Then push him into ther niche out there,
an' let one of yer stay close by to see that he
don't git loose in some way an' make off. I
want two of yer to go through each of ther passages an' watch out. Jennings is out ~here somewhere, and if he should happen to git mto trouble
you kin help him out. Now then, hurry up about
it. I'm goin' out by ther back way to try an'
git a shot at Young Wild West, or some of ther
1·est of ther gang. One of you kin go with me."
When Wild heard this he made up his mind to
wa1 a little longer. Since only one man was
to be left in charge of the scout, it occurred to
him that it would be much easier than he had
figured on to rescue him. But he knew it was
not good policy for him and Jim to stay where
they were, so he crept back and looked for a
place to conceal themselves. ll'here were plenty
of such places in the big cavern, so he had ample
time to find one. Followed by Jim, he crawled
in out of sight. They had not been there more
than a minute or two when one of the Rustlers
came that way. He passed on out within a few
feet of them, and they could easily hear the
footsteps of the other as he entered the passage that joined it. The boys could not see what
was going on in the main cave now, but they could
tell by · the sounds that Charlie had been taken
to the outside, as the leader had directed.
Satisfied that it would be safe to venture out
again, Wild crept from the dark corner and moved to the spot where he had been listening before.
Jim was right behind him without making a
sound. There was no one to be seen in the
cave now. They had all gone outside with their
prisoner. Making sure of this, our hero arose
to his feet and started softly toward the opening he noticed in the rear. After him came Jim,
of course. Reaching the place, they heard the
sounds of low voices, and then stepping around
a short turn they saw daylight but a few yards
ahead of them. Wild took note of the fact that
there were several fissures on either side of the
pasrnge that might be used as hiding places
should any of the villains re-enter the cave, and
then he boldly went forward . But 110 one showed
up, and they quickly reached the mouth of the
passage, which was easily ten feet in width. Be-
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fore them lay the narrow ravine, rocks looming
up on all sides, and with but a narrow passage
way that zigzagged through the ravine.
They could hear the voices of the Rustlers, but
could not see any of them. Satisfied that they
would all come in save the one who had been
appointed to watch the scout, Wild and Jim
squeezed themselves into a niche and waited. Two
or three minutes later they heard footsteps and
then two of the villains passed. That meant
that if Red Hooker had gone out to try and get
a shot at his enemies, as he had told the men
he meant to do, there was only the one outside
left to guard Charlie. As soon as his footsteps
had died out Wild touch~d Jim on the arm and
then stepped out of the place they had been concealed in.
"Now then," he thought, "we must find where
-Charlie is right away."
Once outside into the broad daylight it was
not long before they caught sight of some smoke
that was 110 doubt coming from a pipe or cigar.
That was quite enough for them both, for they
knew just where to go. Creeping around the
rocks they made for the spot, and a few seconds
later they saw a man sitting upon a rock and
calmly puffing away at his pipe. Right behind
him was a small opening, and as Wild took the
risk to raise his head and peer into it he saw
the helpless form of the scout lying there. He
gave a nod to Jim, and then placing his left
hand upon the rock before him, vaulted over it
with the quickness of a cat. He landed squarely
before the astonished Rustler, and befo1·e the
man could get upon his feet he had placed the
muzzle of his revolver :igainst his breast.
"Make one sound and you die!" he exclaimed,
in a low tone of voice.
The astounded villain gave a gasp, but otherwise remained perfectly silent. Jim was not
long in following the action of our hero, and he
now proceeded to remove the weapons from ·the
R_ustle!", an~ as soon as this _was done he gagged
him with his own handkerchief. Then he quietly
tied his wrists together, so that he could not possibly get them free without assistance. Meanwhile Wild had turned his attention to the scout.
Two or three strokes of his knife set him free,
and though his face was somewhat pale, Charlie
wore a happy smile as he stepped out and surveyed the man who had been guarding him.
"I reckon I've seen Young Wild West again,"
he said, in a whisper. "I wish that galoot of
a leader of yours hadn't gone away, so he could
have found out how mistaken he was when he
said I wouldn't. But he'll find out soon enough,
I reckon."
"Boys," said Wild, "take the prisoner into the
cave and catch the other fellow. Charlie, you
can u~e this fellow's gun until you find your
weapons. I am going to catch Red Hooker. Tie
the two of them securely, and wait inside. If
any of the others come back you know what to
do. Take them alive, if yov can. It will be easy
for you to take more of them, since they will
certainly enter through the narrow fissure.
"I reckon we'll be able to do it, all right, Wild,"
the scout answered, and then he took the prisoner
by the arm and started after Jim.
Bent upon capturing the leader of the band,
Wild now set out to look for him. He knew quitt
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well that he must have climbed up somewhere so
he could be enable to catch sight of those who
were in search of him. The boy soon found
a spot where the foot-prints showed, and then
it was easy for him to see w}(ere they led. It
was up a rocky ascent, and noiselessly he clambered upward, all the while keeping his revolver
ready for instant use. Up he went for a distance
of probably twenty feet, and then just as he
had placed his hand upon a boulder before creeping around it he felt a stinging blow upon his
head, while a buzzing noise sounded in his ears.
The boy knew he had been struck by something,
and he made a desperate effort to keep from
falling. But he was too dazed to help himself,
and down he rolled to the foot of the descent.
Completely s"tunned, he lay there until Red
Hooker bounded after him and quickly disarmed
and bound him, taking care to place a gag in his
mouth. It was just then that a shot sounded
from within the cave, and then Hooker knew
that his enemies had found their way into the
hiding place of the Rustlers. Picking up the
unconscious boy, he looked around for a place to
hide. There was one close at hand, and the next
minute he had disappeared within it. The leader
of the Rustlers knew full well that his life was
in danger now, but he meant to save it by means
of the prisoner he had, if it came to the worst.

CHAPTER VIII.-All But Two of the Rustlers
Are Captured.
One of the two Rustlers Red Hooker had sent
out while Charlie and Jim were crouching in
the ' cave was the fellow called Bobber. It happened that he took the passage that Jennings
had used in going out, and when he reached the
end of it and saw no signs of him, he decided
that he must have gone on outside. He waited
until he was joined by the other villain, and then
he said:
"I reckon Jennings must have gone on out."
"Or else someone was here an' caught him,"
came the reply. "It seems to me that if one of
Young Wild West's partners could git in ther
boy could himself. We don't know but that ther
whole lot of 'em is somewhere around here right
now."
"Well, since we didn't see nothin' of 'em, we
kin think they ain't, I s'pose," answered Bobber.
"Come on. We'll sneak outside an' see if we kin
find anything. We know jest about where they
was when Red seen 'em."
"All right, come op, then."
The two proceeded with considerable caution;
and soon stopped outside the cave opening. They
did not have to move very far from there before
they came in sight of the three cowboys and their
prisoners.
"There! What did I tell yer?" observed Bobber's companion. ";you see what happened to
Jennings now, don't yer?"
"Yes, they've got him, all right," was the reply.
"Them fellows is cowboys from ther Red River
Ranch. One of 'em is Tom Spot, ther foreman. He's ther galoot Red was goin' ter shoot
at when Young Wild West knocked ther carbine
from his hands."
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"That's right. What are yer goin' ter do now,
Bobber?"
"I don't know just what to do. What do· you
.
think about it?"
"Well, there's only three there with Jenks. -Hadn't we oughter be able to sneak up an' settle
their hash?"
"We oughter be able, but s'pose jest as we ·git
there Young Wild West an' his other pard should
show up-what then?"
"Well, there ain't no s'posin' about it. .It's
for us to git Jennings away from 'em, as quick as
we kin. Come on. Don't go to gittin' squeamish
about it."
"Oh, I ain't gittin' squeamish," said Bobber
shrugging his shoulders and trying to appear
very brave.
The two men were pretty well acquainted with
the ground in that vicinity, so they managed to
creep to within a few yards of the spot where
the three cowboys were waiting with their prisoner. The villain with Bobber now raised his
revolver and whispered:
"Now then, take good aim, pard. We've got to
shoot them three galoots, if we want ter save
Jennings."
Bobber shook his head.
·<'That wouldn't do!" he exclaimed, speaking
louder than he thought. "The minute we fire
Youn~ Wild West an' the other feller will come
here. It's got to be done without shootin' ."
The voice of the man h a d been heard, and when
his companion saw it he uttered an exclamation
of disgust. The three cowboys got behind the
shelter of some rocks in a hurry. A s soon as
Bobber realized this, he started to beat a retreat.
The other was much the braver man, but he
evidently realized that he would stand little show
alone, so he started away, too. Bobber reached
the cave several yards in advance of him, for he
had lost no time in covering the ground. As he
entered the voice of Tom Spot called out:
"Stop where yer are, 07-.I'll shoot!"
But no attention was pai!'r to this, and taking
his chances, the other Rustler ran with all his
might and got inside the cave. No shot was
fired, which told them that the threat had not
been made for any other purpose than to frighten
them into surrendering. Back the two men went,
and soon they were going through the wider of
the two passages as fast as they could run. As
Bobqer entered the cave a low voice exclaimed:
"Hold up your hands!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie who spoke. The villain gave a cry of dismay, and promptly_obeyed.
His companion was running so fast that he could
not stop himself as the command came to his
ears, but he held his revolver in readiness to shoot
as he came into view. Crack! He pulled the
trigger the moment he saw the scout and Jim
Dart standing there. But in his fear and excitement his aim was bad, and the bullet merely
clipped a lock of hair from the scout's head. The
next minute the heavy butt of a revolver descended upon his head, and sent him senseless
to the ground. •
"Take care of ther galoot, Jim," the scout said,
coolly. "I oughter have shot him, but Wild said
as how we should take 'em alive."
"It is better this way, Charlie," was the reply,
as Jim quickly proceeded to wind rope about
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the man's body, pinning his arms to his sides.
Bobber submitted readily, for he was so frightened that he was trembling.
"Now then, I s'pose we may as well take these
galoots outside," said Charlie. "Wild went o:it
-ther back way to hunt for Red Hooker. We km
git our horses an' ride around, so we'll be ready
to ride out in a huny, if ther galoots happens
to hit hold of a horse an' tries to git away."
"All right;" said Jim, and then they quickly
fo rced the man who had been stunned by the
blow Charlie had given him with the butt of his
revolver to rise to his feet.
He was quite able to walk now, so he was hurried on through the passage, Jim taking _a lighted
lantern with him, so they could make better time
in getting out. Reaching the outside t~ey sta~ted
for the spot where the cowboys were m waitmg.
The latter saw them right away, and a yell_ went
up. Charlie and Jim knew very well that ~f the
leader of the gang was anywhere around his attention would be attracted, but ~here· was no he~p for it now. The cowboys had given vent to thenfeeling of delight, and if Red Hooker was anywLere near at hanq he would know just what had
happened.
,
"Just tie these galoots to them trees by ther
othe1· one," said Charlie. "Then we'll go an' see
if we kin find the other two. There's one more
around somewhere besides ther leader, yer know."
"All right, Charlie," Tom Spot answered quickly. "You have sartinly done some great work
since you've been at it."
"'Veil, we've been rushin' 'em putty hard, that's
right," the scout answered.
He waited until he saw that the five Rustlers
were secured, and then bidding the cowboys to remain there and keep a good watcli· upon them, he
turned to Jim and said:
"Come on. I forgot about there bein' one more
of 'em besides Red Hooker. How did we come to
miss him, Jim?"
"I don't know. I thought we had them all but
him," Dart replied. "But never mind. It,,won 't
take long to get the pair of them, I reckon.
"You kin bet your life on that."
The two mounted their horses, for they meant
to make a detour around toward the rear of the
cave, and the only way to get there was by going
quite a long distance off to the right. But it took
them a little longer than they thought it would,
and when they finally rode around and reached
the mouth of the ravine that led to the rear entrance of the underground retreat fully fifteen
minutes had passed. Up the ravine they rode,
for they guessed that it led to the spot where the
vi!Jains had been captured, and in a very short
time they found themselves at the cave. Not a
sound was to be heard, and this satisfied them
both that the two Rustlers who were still at large
had not come back.
"I reckon we'll go in· an' take
look around,
anyhow, Jim," said the scout, as he dismounted.
"But maybe you had better stay here with ther
horses. I'll go in."
"All right, Charlie," was the reply.
The next minute the scout entered the cave.
Not being sure that there was no one the1·e, he
moved cautiously, holding his revolver in his hand
ready for instant use. But he soon found that ·
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there was no one there. Then as he looked
around he took note of the fact that some of the
horses were missing. More. than two of them
had been taken away since he had been there befove, this the scout knew for sure. The fact was
that he liad counted the animals, and there were
just a round dozen of them. There were only five
left.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed, under his
breath. "That sorter makes things look queer.
I wonder where Wild is? Can it be that ther
Rustlern has got him? That Red Hooker is a
mighty eute galoot, an' he might have tricked
Wild. It seems strange that he should come back
here an' git jest enough horses to carry ther
bunch of 'em away. I reckon this here thing has
got to be investigated."
Out he went to where Jim was waiting, and
when he told the boy of his discovery he was
not the only one surp1·ised and alarmed. Jim
thought the same as he did, that Wild must have
been caught by Red Hooker. If such a thing had
not happened the young deaclshot would surely
have been around when the villains came back to
get their horses. He would not have allowed them
to get away with them, that was certain.
"What's ther best thing to do, Jim?" Charlie
asked, for he was at a loss to think of a plan of
action.
"Follow the trail," was the reply. "It must
lead out through this ravine"
"Oh, yes. They didn't git out ther other way.
They couldn't have done that without bein' seen
by ther cowboys. We ain't heard no shootin', so
that means that they didn't go that way. Come
on. We'll take ther frail."
Mounting their horses, they rode on back
through the ravine. Then they went along at a
walk until they were able to see hoof-prints upon
the ground. There were plenty of them, coming
and going, but it was not long before the two had
picked out the ones that were freshest, which
led away from the spot.
"That's the way they went, Jim," the scout
said, giving a nod. "Now then, come on. Red
Hooker has given up ther cave an' he's headin'
for somewhere else."
The two started to follow the trail, and before
they had gone a hundred yards the sound of
rapid firing could be heard. The shooting came
from the direction of the place they had left the
cowboys guarding the prisoners, and the two
looked at each other in dismay.
"I know what they're up to now," Charlie declared. "Hooker an' his pard is tryin' to git ther
rest of ther gang away from them cowboys. If
they've been putty sly about it, ther chances are
they'll do it, too. Jim, I 1·eckon we've got to ride
putty fast . . It's too bad there ain't a short cut
to make to git there. By ther time we do git
there, it will be all over, one way or ther other."
Dart nodded to this, for he knew what the scout
said was undoubtedly right. They rnde as fast
as they could over the rough ground, and in a
few minutes they reached a comparatively level
tract of land that lay at the foot of the rocky
hills. But they had to ride over a mile to get to
the place they wanted to go, and seeing nothing
either of the Rustlers or the cowboys, they wondered what the firing had been done for. As thev
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not hearing anything, it suddenly occurred to him
that the man he had ordered to come with him
must be somewhere about. He was well satisfied
that the one who had been left to guard the scout
had been captured, and that the Test had suffered
the same fate. ~he shooting he heard in the cave
was enough to convi:µce him of that, since none of
his men appeared. While he was thinking hard
of what would be the best thing to do, a footstep
sounded near him, and the next minute he saw
one of his gang comj.ng that way.
"Hello, Jake!" he called out softl_Y.,
The Rustler gave a !;tart, and looked in the
direction the words came from.
"It's me, Jake," said ·Hooker quickly. "Come
here."
"I was lookin' for you, Red," the man replied,
his face lighting up at the sight of his leader.
"But hello! What have you got thel'e? Young
Wild West, as sure as you 're born !"
"Yes, that's right, Jake. I caught him all
alone, too. But how has things been goin'? It's
putty bad with ther rest of ther boys, ain't it.?"
"I s'pose so," and Jake shook his head sadly.
"I was climbing up ther rocks over there, waitin'
for you to come, when I heard a shot fired in ther
cave. Then I could hear voices, too. Since none
of ther boys didn't come out I was mighty sartin
that Young Wild West's gang had got ther best
of 'em. Then I climbed up a little higher, so
I could see over to thel' other side. Then I was
jest in time to catch sight of Young Wild West's _
two pards takin' four of ther boys along with 'em.
The cowboys is over there, an' they had Jennings
with 'em. That makes it that we're thel' only
two as is left, Red."
"All right," was the reply, while th~ eyes of
the villainous leader of the Rustlers glittered.
"But they ain't goin' ter have ther boys long. I'll
tell you what you do, Jake. Since you'rn sartin
that there ain't none of 'em in ther cave, you kin
go an' git out enough horses for us all to ridethel' whole gang of us, I mean. · I'm goin' ter see
to it that ther b-0ys is rescued."
"All right, Red."
But as the man spoke the words he hesitated.
It was evident that he was afraid that some one
might come back into the cave, and be there waiting fol' him. But when Hooker told him to huny
up, he waited no longer. Down he went to the
bottom of the l'avine, and then he hurried to the
passage into the cave. He was not long in leading
the horses out, fol' when he found that there was
no one there to interfere with him he worked
fast. Hooker gave nod of satisfaction as he saw
his man coming with the horses. He had bound
ilnd gagged Wild so that the boy could not help
himself one bit, and taking him up as th<Jugh he
had been a sack of grain, fol' Hooker was a powerful man, he carried him down the short descent.
"Here, Jake," said he, "jest help me put him
ovel' ther back of my horse. I'm going' ter tie
him fast, an' then ride behind him. Young Wild
West has got to go with me. I'm goin' ter _use
him as a shield from ther bullets of them cowboys. It sorter strikes me that ther boy's two
CHAPTER IX.-Red Hooke1·'s Clever Trick.
pards will leave thel' prisoners with thel' cowRed Hooker certainly had Young Wild West a boys an' then sb·ike out to look for us. That
helpless prisoner. After listening a while and means that if we work things right we kin git

started- at a gallop for the spot they suddenly
saw two riders appro'aching from off to the left.
At first they thought they were Rustlers, but it
was only for an instant, for one of them was a
female.
"It's Arietta!" exclaimed Jim.
"Yes, an' that heathen of a Hop, too," the scout
::cdded quickly. "Well, I reckon they couldn't have
come along in a better time. It seems that Arietta always knows jest when to come around. I'll
bet she will tell us that she got it in her head
that Wild was in som_!}- kind of dan~er, an' that
she felt she must come an' look for hi:m."
"That's right," Jim answered. "She has done
that lots of times."
"An' when ther heathen heard her say she was
comin' he had to come, too, of course. That's his
way of doin' things, Jim."
"Yes. Well, Hop comes in handy sometimes,
you know. He can't fight any, but he's pretty
clever in other ways."
"Oh, yes. I'm glad he's comin'."
The two now turned off, making a circle, so
they would be able to meet Arietta and the Chinaman, who were riding hard. They had seen
Wild's partners, for the girl was now waving her
hat to them. In a very few minutes the riders
met.
"Where is Wild?" was.the first question Arietta
asked.
"He's around somewhere," Charlie answered
evasively.
But the look on his face told the girl that something was wrong.
"You don't know where he is, then, Charlie?"
she said, looking at him sharply.
"Well, no, not exactly," was the reply. "We
got all thei; gang of Rustlers but Red Hooker an'
another of 'em. Wild went to look for Hooker,
while we took ther prisoners we had out of ther
cave they was in to ther cowboys what was waitin' for us. When we come back to help Wild hunt
up the other tw<J we couldn't find any signs of
him. But we do know that ther two Rustlers
took seven of ther horses they had out of ther
cave. Did you hear ther firin' what was goin' on
a little while ago?"
"Yes, I could just hear it," Arietta answered.
"I thought somethjng was going on, so I rode all
the faster. But wny didn't you follow the trail?"
"That's jest what we're <loin' now, or was till
we seen you an' Hop comin'. Ther trail leads
right on around ter ther place whe1'.e we left ther
p1·isoners with ther cowboys."
''Oh " and the girl gave a nod. "That means
that Hooker and his companion must have gone to
fry and rescue their companions."
"That's about ther size of it, Arietta."
"And probably they have got Wild and killed
him, maybe."
Neither Charlie nor Jim made a reply to this,
fol' they were of the same opinion.
"Come on," ·said Arietta spiritedly. "We will
find out what has happened."
She led the way in the direction the scout and
Jim had been riding.
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our pards loose, an' then we kin light out an'
take Young Wild West with us."
"That sounds good, Red," the Rustler saiq, nodding his head. "I hope it comes out that way."
"Oh it'll come out that way, all right. You
jest le~ve it to me. Now then, come on."
.
• He quickly mounted his horse, and left it to
Jake to lead the others.
Then the»: starte~
through the ravine and rode around swiftly, until
they r eached the open ground that lay ~he other
side. It happened that they took a qmcker cut,
which Charlie and Jim had failed to find, and the
result was that two or three hundred yards were
between them when they passed. Neither could
hear the sounds of the others as they passed. _ ~ed
Hooker was desperate now, and he _w as willmg
to take great chances. He rode straight fo1; ~he
spot where Jake said the cowboys were waitmg
with the prisoners. Now and then he would
swing around from right to l~ft, so that the C0:'7boys could see that Young Wild West was a prisoner on the horse with him.
"They won't have nerve enough to fire a~. us,
Jake" he said, •shaking his head and sm1lmg.
"Y o-iI jest see if I ain't right."
When they were half a mile from the place, it
occurred to the leader that perhaps they had not
yet been seen, and that being the case, it would
be a good idea to let Jake go off to the left and
approach the spot from _anot_her direction. While
he was holding a palaver with the cowbOJ:S Jake
might be able to creep up and cut the pnsoners
loose. It was a. daring plan, but it occurred to
Red Hooker that it wo_uld c~rtaiJ?,lY work, if it
was carried out \J.nythmg lfke right. He told
Jake just what to .do, and then the vill~in r<;ide
off to the left, taking the extra horses with him.
Hooker then rode forward at a canter. It was
not long before one of the cowboys stepped into
view. He had seen that Young Wild West was
a prisoner in the hands of the Rustler leader.
As Wild had been tied !50 it was impossible for
him to slip from the back of the horse, Hooker
did not have to hold fast to him. He had his carbine ready, and quickly covering the cowboy, he
let his horse go ahead at a walk and called out:
"Hold up your hands, Tom Spot! I've got
Young Wild West here, an' he ain't been hurt
yet. But I want ter tell yer that if you do~'t let
my men go in~ide of two m1:1utes I'm l:jom' to
stick a knife right through his heart an chuck
his body on ther ground. You know me putty
well I reckon, an' you kin bet I'm goin' ter do
jest ' as I say. "
The face of the cowboy foreman turned pale.
The fact was that he regarded Red Hooker as
one of the most desperate scoundrels he had ever
met, and fearing for the life of Young Wild West,
he did not know what to do.
"Wait a minute," he said. "I'll see what ther
-boys s·ay about it."
"No waitin' about it," called out the Rustler,
still riding toward the man. "You jest yell out
to them men of yours to cut my men loose. If
yer don't I'll put a hole through you afore I kill
Young Wild. West."
Tom Spot was certainly placed at a great disadvantage just then. He realized that he had
made a mistake in showing himself, for with the
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carbine pointed straight at his breast, he stood
no show whatever.
"Boys," he said, turning his head tow'.1rd the
spot where his companions were guardmg ~he
prisoners "you hear what Red Hooker says. 1'. ou
kin do a; you like about it, but I ain't goin' ter
tell you to let ther prisoners go. To-morrow i,;
my weddin' day, but afore I'll play ther act of u
traitor I'll be shot dead."
·~ AH right you'll be shot dead, then!" exclaime<l
Hooker sav~gely, "an' then I'll stick a knife in
Young Wild West's heart. Your pards ain't got
nothin' but gun s, an' I know the bullets can't
reach me. Now then, what are yer goin' ter do
about it?"
All that the villain said was true, and realizing
that not only the life of Young Wild West was
in danger, but that of their foreman, as well, the
two cowboys decided to take the chances of liberating the five Rustlers. They were brave enough
men, but they had no chance to think the_ matter
over, and thus it was that they acted m what
they thought was the best way.
"Rold on!" one oi them shouted. "We'll set
'em free, Hooker."
"You'd better hurry up, then," came the reply.
Two minutes later the prisoners were liberated.
This had already been done when the voice of
Jake called out, from the other side:
"This way, boys. I've got your horses right
here. Get your guns an' knives."
The two cowboys made no effort to stop them
from taking possession of their weapons, an<l the
next minute they disappeared in the bushes.
Hooker no sooner saw his men mounted and 1·ide
around into view than a fiendish laugh escaped his
lips. Turning his horse around, he rode ~wiftly
from the spot. Crack, crack, crack! The cowboys now realized that they had been neatly
tricked, and they fired at the receding scoundrels.
But as he had said, their bullets could hardly
reach him, unless it was a chance shot. None of
them had rifles. The Rustlers who had been released answered the shots, and for the space of
a minute or two revolvers were c1·acking away
merrily. But it soon died out, for the Rustler~
were well out -0f range.
"Now, then, boys, I reckon we've got to light
out for some other hidin' place," said Hooker.
All this time Wild had been tortured g1·eatly.
It was awful to be placed in such a position as
that, and his emotions might well be imagined.
But he could not much more than breathe with
anything like comfor~, much less j-_O anythin~.
Many times he had tried to get the gag from his
mouth, so he could call out to the cowboys to stick
it out and hold the prisoners. But it had been
no use, and now he was being borne swiftly away
a prisoner with all the Rustlers at liberty again.
"I reckon that was a putty good sort of trick
I played, wasn't it, Young Wild West?" said
Hooker, when they had placed a mile between
them and the spot where the rescue had been
made. "Well, it takes me to do things in ther
right way, yer know. Now then, it might be
pleasin' to yer when I tell yer that I'm goin' ter
take yer away somewhere an' kill yer. But afore
I do that, I'm goin' ter tie yer to a tree an' give
yer a lashin' until ther blood runs down your
heels. I jest w:int to do that to show yer what
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my feelin's is toward yer, Young Wild West. You
have caused me more trouble than all ther rest
of them what's been after me for ther last two
or three months has, put together."
Wild could make no reply to this, but he made
a desperate efl:ort to free himself. But it was of
no avail. Many times had he tried the same
thing with a similar result. On rode the Rustlers,
rapictly leaving the cowboys behind them. The
foreman and his two men had started in pursuit,
of course, though they took care not to keep within range of the carbine Red Hooker had in his
possession. Through a strip of woods that was a
mile in width, the Rustlers rode, and then they
came to a comparatively open stretch of country.
Trees dotted it here am! there, but for the most
part it was level and free. The villains rode
hard, and not until their horses were so tired
that they could scarcely go any further did they
come to a halt. They had covered over fifteen
miles, and when he shaded his eyes with his hands
and looked back, the leade1· of the Rustlers gave
a nod of satisfaction.
'"Ther galoots ain't nowhere in sight," he said.
"Now then, boys, I reckon we kin go ahead an'
put an end to Young Wild West. Of course,
we've got to leave this part of ther country if we
do that, but I reckon it will be worth it. Since
our hidin' place has been found, it won't do for
us to stay around here any longer, anyhow, I suppose. Just help me git Young Wild West from
my horse an' tie him to one of them trees. I want
to pull off his clothes a little afore I do that,
though, 'cause I'm goin' ter sting him for fair
with this rawhide whip of mine. I'm goin' ter
make him suffer for a few minutes, an' then we'll
all step together about ten feet and fire a few
s\-.ots at him while he's tied to ther tree. That's
ther way Young Wild West is goin' ter die,
boys."
The face of our hero turned pale as these
words sounded, but never once did he give up
hope. He was full of grit, and so many times had
he been in desperate straits, and got out of them
un-.,:ratched, that he could not help thinking that
he would win out this time. A s two of the villains untied him from the horse, he made a desperate struggle to break his bonds. But it was
useless. The more he tugged and strained, the
more the rope cut into his flesh. But he quickly
decided that he would now wait until they untied
his hands, so his clothing could be removed, as
Red Hooker had said should be done. Then he
would make a superhuman effort to get away
from them. If he could only free himself long
enough to get hold of a revolver he felt that he
would be able to hold his own against the seven
Rustlers. Hooker kept watching in the direction
they had come, while the two men dragged the
I.Joy to a tree that was near at hand.
"Strip him, boys," he said, "an' be mighty careful he don't break away from you when you're
<loin' it. Then tie him to ther tree. Tie his
hands up over his head an' pass a rope around
him so he's got to stay right there an' take his
medicine. Git a move on yer, boys."
The men hurried with their fiendish work, and
in spite of the boy's struggles the orders of the
ICllider were carried out to the very letter.
"There yer are, Young Wild West!" exclaimed
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the !iendish Rustler, as he gave a nod of satisfaction and grinned at the helpless young deadshot.
"I reckon you'1·e placed in about as bad a position as yer ever was in your whole life. You've
been in many of 'em, I s'pose, an' you've always
been lucky enough to git away alive. But this
time is ther time when yer don't git away. I'm
goin' ter sting yer with this whip until 1 see ther
blood runnin', an' then I'm goin' ter step back an'
give ther word for my men to riddle yer with bullets. Your friends will come along an' find yer,
of course, but they won't git ther .i{ustlers. Not
much. \Ve know jest where to go. Ha, ha, ha!"
The gag was still ih Wild's mouth, and noticing
that he was making a despei-ate effort to say
something, the villain stepped forward and removed it.
•
"Now, go ahead an' talk," said he. "\Vhat have
yer to say for yourself?"
"\Veil," answered \Vild, as coolly as though no
danger tlueatcned him, "if you attempt to carry
out the threats you have made against me, you'll
make the mistake of your life. Now then, go
ahead."
The boy's words, coming as they did in such a
cool way, had considerable effect upon Hooker.
Ile had not expected to be c.ddressed in that manner, and he loo'.,ed at the boy keenly.
"What do yer mean by that, Young Wild
West?" he asked.
"Just what I said," was the reply. "If you attempt to carry out the threat you have made, you
won't live long enough to get away from here."
Hooker tumed and Jooked in every direction.
There was no one in sight, though there were several bunches of trees not far di stant, and he did
not know but that some one might be approaching
behind them. He li stened even taking the trouble
to place his ear to the ground. But he heard
nothing. Then he stepped up, whip in hand.
"All right, I'm goin' fo carry out my threats,
Young Wild West. I'm goin' ter lash yer till ther
blood runs, an' then me an' my men will fill yer
full of holes. We'll see if I don't live to git
away from here after this is done." Wild turned
his head and looked for help.
But none was in sight.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the Rustler leader fiendishly. "I reckon your bluff won't work, Young
Wild West. Jest to make it all ther worse for
yer, I'll wait a minute or two. But it don't matter if your two pards an' ther cowlroys comes in
sight. I'm goin' ter carry out my threat, anyhow." '
Young Wild West was about ready to give him-self up as lost.
CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, accompanied
by Arietta and Hop, were not long in reaching the
place where the cowboys had been left with the
prisoners. As they neared it they became very
cautious, for they did not know but that the
Rustlers might be lying in ~oncealment and waiting to get a shot at them. But this did not prove
to be the case, and when they found the place deserted it was easy for them to guess that Red
Hooker had been successful in rescuing his men.
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While she was riding with the scout and Jim,
Arietta had learned all that had happened during
the morning. The girl was firmly convinced that
her lover was in the power of the villains, and she
- declared that she had thought something was
wrong before leaving the ranch, just a s Jim said
was likely the case.
· .
"Hop wanted to come with me," she added, "so
I did not object. Now then, we must follow the
trail and find Wild as soon as possible. He may
be in great danger."
"I don't think ther galoots would have ther
nerve to kill him, even if they have ketched him,"
the scout declared, shaking his head. "Red Hooker is a mighty bad man, no doubt, but I reckon
he would think twice afore he would do mur.der."
"Oh, we'll find Wild, all right," Jim spoke up
encouragingly. ·
. "We wantee findee pletty quickee, so be," Hop
chimed in. "Hully uppee."
The trail was a plain one, for the Rus_tlers had
taken no pains to conceal it, and Arietta now took
the lead. Her horse seemed just right for a race,
~ and though the others tried to keep up with her,
they soon found it was not easy. On they Tode,
the girl gTadually lessening the distance between
her and her friends. The more she thought it
over the more she was convinced that Wild was in
great danger and _needed assistance ri~ht aw~y.
Keeping up the gait, she covered the miles rapidly, and at length she came in sight of three horsemen ahead of her. They were the three cowboys,
who had taken the trail of the Rustlers, but had
been afraid to get too close to them on account
of the carbine Red Hooker had in his possession.
When they saw the girl approach, and some little
distance behind her, Young Wild West's partner
and 'the Chinaman, the cowboys slackened their
speed a little. It was not long before they were
overtaken by Arietta.
"Where is Young Wild West?" she called out,
just slackening her pace a trifle.
"Ther Rustlers has got him," Tom Spot answered. "We've been followin' ther trail."
"How far are they ahead?"
"Not more than half a mile," was the reply.
Arietta gave a nod, and then urged her horse
forward again. Her fears had been realized, and
now she felt that she must save her dashing
young lover. She unslung her rifle, and had it in
her right hand, as her noble steed galloped on.
Across an ~pen place she went, and seeing noth_ing of the fugitives, she knew they must ,be_the
other side of the small timber strip that lay more
than · half a mile beyond. Tom Spot had made a
mistake in the distance, but it mattered little, for
the girl had forgotten what he had said, almost,
save that Wild was in the clutches of the Rustlers.
Reaching the timber, she kept upon the trail
and was soon at the other side. Then it was that
she caught a fleeting glimpse of the villains as
they disappeared behind a clump of trees nearly a
mile away. Arietta now saw a chance to make a
short cut, and she was not long in doing it. Half
a mile ahead there was a smaU patch of woods,
and she knew if she should keep it between her
and the Rustlers she would not be seen approaching. On went the horse, keeping at it in a tireless way. A patch of woods was soon reached,
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and then it was that the girl, as she eme1·ged to
the other side, beheld a startling sight. The villains were at that moment in the act of binding
Young Wild West to the tree.
It was over half a mile from where the girl
was, but real1zmg th.at they were about to do
harm to her young lover, she swung around to the
left, keeping another clump of trees between her
and the scene. lier horse was breathing heavily now, 'but seemed to understand that it must
keep on . . Fearing that it might be too late if she
tried to get any nearer, the brave girl suddenly
swung off to the left and came in fv.11 view of the
scene that has already been described. The distance was easily five hundred yards, and as yet
the villains had not seen or heard Arietta coming.
As Red Hooker raised the whip to bring it down
upon Young Wild West's shoulders, Arietta's rifle
flew to her shoulder. She had dropped the rein.5
and was letting the horse take its own course. It
was a long 1·ange shot surely, and riding at full
speed as she was, it seemed that it would be hardly possible for her to send the bullet straight.
But the girl meant that the villain should neve r
strike Wild with the whip. The Rustlers were
all gazing intently at their leader and his intended victim, and were unconscious of the approaching girl. Crang! The report of a Winchester sounded, and the leader of the Rustlers
uttered a howl of pain and dropped the rnwhide
whip.
"We are coming, Wild!"
It was the voice of Arietta. The report of the
1·ifle had no sooner sounded than Wild knew that
help was coming. He turned his head quickly and
saw his sweetheart gaftoping toward the spot.
His eyes lighted up with joy, for he now knew
that the Rustlers had gone about as far as they
could, unless they chose to shoot him right before
the eyes of the approaching girl. But this they
did pot do. The scoundrels had not only seen
Arietta coming, but those who were following her
nearly a quarter of a mile away.
"I reckon it's all up, boys," exclaimed Hooke1·,
his face turning pale. "We've got to light out.
It won't do to kill ther boy now, 'cause that would
only make it all ther worse for us. Come on."
Springing to theif'horses, they quickly mounted and went riding away like the wino. Arietta
did. not offer to fire. She had aheady fired her
long range shot and had succeeded in hitting the
leader of the Rustlers upon the w1·ist, stopping
him from delivering the blow that would have
fallen upon her lover's back. But the bone had
not been broken, so ignoring it entirely, Red
Hooker had been able to mount his horse as quickly as any of the rest. Arietta brought her horse
to a halt within a few feet of the tree. She quickly dismounted, and pulling her hunting knife,
soon had her dashing young lover free.
"Where is Spitfire?" cried Wild, as he quickly
embraced her and imprinted a kiss upon her forehead. "You're all right, Et. You fired a long
range shot, but it hit the mark. You saved me
from suffering the humiliation of being whipped
by a cold-blooded scoundrel. But where is Spitfire?"
"He is coming with the cowboys. They brought
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him along, Wild," the girl answered, as she point- two of the villains reeled and fell from the saddle.
ed to the approaching riders.
The boy knew very well that Cheyenne Charlie
Our he1·0 quickly put on the clothing that had was at work. But he did not try to stop him.
been taken from him, and then he turned and saw What had happened to him had been quite enough
the Rustlers riding away. That their horses were to set him so against the Rustlers that he really
pretty well tired out he knew, but it was the same cared nothing for what might- happen to them.
with Arietta's and those the others were riding. When they saw two of the,r numuer fall from
Since the sorrel had been without a rider during the saddles, the rest of the Rustlers became terthe chase, it might be that he would prove a little ror-stricken.
fresher. Up dashed his partners and the cow"There's only one thing we kin do, boys, an'
boys, with Hop bringing up the rea1·.
that is to surrender," cried Bobber, iri a tremb"Now, boys," Wild called out, "I reckon the ling tone of voice.
.
time has come when we must 1·ush the Rustlers.
"Not yet!" screamed Jennings, as though it
It's going to be one grand rush, and arrangements cost him an effort to utter the words. "Come
will be changed a little bit. If we can't take on."
them alive we are going to take them dead. You
Crang, crang ! It ,seemed as though the two
hear what I say!"
had been punished for what they said, for as the
The boy was quickly upon the back of the sor- rifle shots sounded they dropped. Then the other
rel. He had managed to recover his own wea- two turned their horses and quickly came to a
pons, which the villains had left upon the ground halt, throwing up their hands. Wild was very
in their hurried flight, and now he felt like his old close to the fallen leader now, and he knew ,Pretty
self again. Arietta tried to keep up with him as well that he was not dead, for he had not aimed
he started in pursuit, but he waved his hand as for his heart. This soon became evident, for sudhe shot on ahead.
denly Red Hooker raised a revolver and fired.
"Leave it to me, Et!" he called out. "I'm rush- The bullet whistled harmlessly past our hero's
ing the Rustlers now, and you can bet that Red head, but he realized that something · must 'be
Hooker will wish he never tied me to that tree done. He was in the act of leveling his rifle at
and attempted to lash me before shooting me. I the scoundrel, whenam going to get him dead or alive."
Crang ! The shot sounded from behind him,
Then i,e patted the glossy neck of the noble ani- and Red Hooker rolled over, quickly breathing
mal he was riding, and with an answering whin- his last. Wild turned and saw Arietta riding
ny Spitfire bounded ahead faster than ever. A .ahead of the rest, the smoke coming from her
smile showed upon the handsome face of the boy ri~.
.
when he found he was rapidly gaining upon the
"It wasn't a Jong l'ange shot that time, Wild,"
fugitive Rustlers.
she called out. "But I fiTed to kill, just the same."
"I reckon they're beginning to think that it's all
"You did right, Et," was the reply. "Well, I
up with them," he muttered, under his breath. reckon the rush is about over. It didn't last as
"Well, just let them start to firing, and then I'll long as I thought it would."
show them what I can do. Since they were fiendHe now rode over to where the two survivors
ish enough to tie me to that tree and whip me of the band of Rustlers were waiting.
until the blood ran, and then fill me full of holes,
"Well," said he, in his cool and easy way, "I
as they certainly meant to do, I shall have no reckon you must be satisfied now. You thought
mercy on them."
you were going to have a fine time riddling me
There was a peculiar glitter in his eyes as he with bullets a short time ago; but you see how
said the last, and he lifted his Winchester, so it easy it is to be mistaken."
would be but the work of a moment to place it to
"Don't kill us, Young Wild West," one of them
his shoulder. Like an avenging Nemesis, the no- pleaded, while the other actually dropped from
ble sorrel stallion bore down upon the seven vil- his horse and got upon his knees.
lains. Red Hooker must have realized that the
But the boy did not heed their pleadings.
only chance he had was to open fire upon liis pur"You have got to take your medicine. Such
suers. Young Wild West was well in advance of sco'undrels• as you are better off in pl'ison, since
the. l'est, so it was but natural that he should take you have not sand enough to die fighting."
him as the first tal'get.
Three or four minutes later the two men had
Suddenly he brought his horse to a halt, and been taken :in charge of the cowboys. They were
leaped to the ground and placed the weapon over disarmed, and bound to the backs of their own
the saddle and took aim. But Young Wild West horses, and then after the riderless steeds had
was watching his every move, and the very mo- been rounded up those who had been killed in the
ment the ,TiJlain was about to press the trigger to rush were gathered up and their bodies tied to the
send a bullet at the daring young deadshot, the backs of their own animals. Thel'e was much
boy's finger pl'essed the trigger of his Winches- rejoicing at the Red ·River Ranch when they got
ter. Crang! As the report rang out Hooker's back, and as Young Wild West had finished Rushhorse gave ·a leap forwar-d and fell to the ground. ing the Rustlers, and Arietta had fired her Long
The Rustler leader was knocked over backward, Range Shot with such telling effect, they all deand as he scrambled to his feet the bullet hit the cided to stop over at the wedding and have a good
villain in the shoulder and he went rolling upon time, which they did.
the ground.
The rest of the Rustlns had slackened speed
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
when they saw what theil' leader meant to do, but
now they turned to flee again. Crang, crang ! WEST GRILLING THE GOLD GRABBERS;
Two rifle shots soundetl from behind Wild, and OR, THE 'SHOOT-UP' AT SHOOKER."
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CURRENT NEWS
BIGGEST TELESCOPE FOR SEATTLE
Charles H. · Frye, Seattle capitalist, announced
recently his selection of Beacon Hill, in South
Seattle, for the observatory whieh will house the
biggest telescope in the world. The monster glass,
120 inches in diameter and weighing five tons,
will be shipped to Seattle from Vancouver on a
special barge, he added.

--r

CALMS CONSCIENCE BY PAYING LONG
OWED . FERRY FARE
Harry Crandall, a resident of Gales Ferry,
New London, Conn., had felt something bothering his conscience for some time, and recently he
searched the nooks and crannies of his brain to
locate the thing that was worrying him. Finally
he found it.
Fifteen years ago he "beat" his way across the
He
~ ferry between New London and Groton.
owed the ferry company a· nickel. The thought
worried him, and finally he sat down and made
a clean breJlst of it in a letter to the Mayor, inclosing a nickel. The coin was sent to the F. H.
and A. H .. Chappel Co., who operated the ferry
at that time. Another concern now has the business.
CITY POLICE TO USE PAPER BULLETS
Gas bombs and paper builet.s are now part
of the regular equipment of the police in the
fourth city in America.
Police Commissioner Inches felt that machine
guns were needed by Detroit to help in dispersing
mobs. So the city bought a number of sub-machine guns, to shoot 1,500 bullets a minute, but

the Commi ssioner was afflicted with a kind heart
a'td couldn't bear the thought of the steel jacketed
bullets mowing men down just because they happened to be disorderly.
Dr. Inches suggested that paper bullets be
made, containing a charge of minute 1:Jird shot.
It is said these paper bullets will not cripple for
life or kill any person, no matter at ,vhat close
range they are fired, but will stop any mob.
The bullets were found to have just about the
necessary speed and hardness to get under a
man's skin and make him want to hunt a doctor in
the quickest possible time.
SHOEBLACKS, DENTISTS,
BARBERS
Dr. De Forest predicts that in 1927 there will
be 23,000,000 people listening in to radio concerts, but if things keep on at their present pace
there will' be more than that number in a few
months, says the Radio News (New York.)
Radio appears daily in new and in the least
expected places. An enterprising bootblack, in
Oakland, Cal., lately installed a receiver and now
gives free concerts to his patrons in succession
while they li sten.
In a dentist's office a pair of receivers on the
ears replace the old gasmask. The patient is so
interest ed in the radio music that he fo,·gets about
the dentist and the pain. Even those who have
been forced to suffer in silence or mild acquiesence the rambling gossip and advice of the barber
may soon find relief in radio. Already 0ne barber
has installed a receiver in his shop am! the baseball fans will be able to get the scores up to date
while being shaved.
RADIO
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XIV.
Joe.
"Now, Charlie," he said, "give me that package. I have business in here which will probably
consume several hours, first and last. Meanwhile,
you can wander about and see the town. You can
scarcely lose yourself in New Yol'k. If you
shou ld, a policeman is the person to put you
ri~bt. At two o'clock meet me at the Astor House
and we will have lunch. I may return to Hitica
to-night and I may not. It is quite impossible for
me to tell now. Have you any money?"
"Only a dollar, sir. I send all my money to my
mother."
"Good boy. But a dollar won't do. Here is
five--that's extra. Take ca1·e of yourself. Remember now it's the Astor House at two o'clock."
"But suppose I can't find it, sir?" asked Charlie, who had rather lost confidence in himself
amid the rnal' and confusion g-oi11 g on about him.
Mr. Pendleton laughed, and telling him that any
one would direct him to the Astor House, he entered the building.
And now Charlie's wanderings began. We
shall not attempt to follow him. He saw so much
that he was never able to remember a third of it
all, but at last, towards noon. he saw something
which he could not have forgotten had he tried.
Charlie had wandered down on the water front
on the West street side, for he had never seen a
big steamer. He went out on a pier near the foot
of West 10th street and stood looking at one which
seemed a monster in his eyes. A man on the pier
told him that it was going to start for Bermuda
the next day, and he laughed when Charlie remarked upon its great size.
"Why. it's nothing but a little tub," he said.
"Look off there on the river. There's one of the
White Stal' boats just coming in."
Charlie began to think that he knew very little
about ocean liners, and he was staring at the marine monster when suddenly he saw a boy sneaking away from him along the edge of the pier.
We say ,s neaking, for the boy' whole manner.
seeme<l to show that he was trying to get out of
Charlie's neighborhood without attracting attention.
He was too late, however. The chauffeur was
after him with a bound.
"Joe!" he cried, sei'Zing his arm.
"Oh, Charlie," gasped Joe, and he burst into
tears.
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"The little fool has run away, surest thing"
thou_ght C~arlie. "He thinks he's on his way We~t
to kill Indians, or maybe he's going to sea."
But Cha1·lie was careful not to utter these
thoughts aloud.
"Why, Joe. Whatever brings you here?" he
asked. "What's the matter? Stop that blubber- ·
ing and be a man. No you don't!"
And Charlie made a rush down the pier, for
Joe suddenly dodged and started to run .
It was easy to get him, and this time Charlie
did not Jet go of his arm.
"Come now, Joe PeniHeton, none of that business. What ails you, anyhow? I thought you
considered me your best friend," he said.
"And so I do. You're the only friend I've got
in the wo1·ld," replied the boy, chokingly, "but if
you are in New York, Charlie, then my father
must be here, too, and I don't want to see
him."
"There isn't the least danger. Your father is
a couple of miles from here. Have you run
away?"
"Yes."
"When did you start?"
"Yesterday. Right after lunch. I took the
steamer down to Wolfport and there I got the
train for New York."
"Let's sit down here on the edge of the pier and
you shall tell me all about it."
•
The pier was an open one at the end and the
boys sat down on the string-piece, but Joe seemed
sulky and remained silent.
"Come, Joe, out with it," urged Charlie. "You
were going to tell me the other night, you know."
"YQu'll tell my father if I do."
,, "No, I won't. Are yo:u gQj!}g out West?"
"No; I've given up that idea . I'm going to get
out of the country altogether. That steamer is
going to Bermuda to-morrow. I'm going aboard
to ask the captain if he won't take me along as
cabin boy."
"Nonsense! They don't have cabin boys on big
steamers. That's only in stories. They'll fire you
if you try that game; but tell me, why do you
want to leave the country? Isn't the United
States good enough for you?"
"Charlie, I've just got to. I'll get arrested if I
.don't."
"Now, Joe, be sensible. You told me that night
you had done a very wicked thing. Remember,
your father is your best friend; don't forget,
either, that he's a lawyer and that it's his business to get people out of trouble. I suppose you
must have been stealing something. I can't imagine anything else. Isn't it so?"
"I can't tell my father, for he'll kill ane,"
groaned Joe, "but I will tell you, Charlie, if you'll
promise not to tell him."
"Well, all right. I'll promise. Fire away," said
Charlie, who had already determined just )'hat to
do.
Then it all came out between sobs and with too
much detail to be repeated in Joe's. own words.
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BIRD KNEW ONLY MEXICAN

It was fortunate for Mrs. Frank Henderson's

sulky parrot that the Mexican tongue .is spoken
this far north.
The parrot played hookey and was discovered
~perched atop the ridgepole of the Western Export and Lumber Co.'s sawmills, Cottage Grove,
Ore. All e,fl rts to bring it down were unsucEvery language book in town was
cessful.
brought out, but their authors claim that t11e sundry tongues treated between their covers could
be understood by natives at first blush were cruelly disproved.
Then Mrs. Esther Salsido, who had given Mrs.
Henderson the pa.not, was hastily called and the
bird responded to the magic charm of her summons by ambling down the mill's cant roof and
onto her shoulder.
0

PLOWS COMPARED WITH IRON
«m they still use wooden plows, but the
Government experimental rice farm has been trying out some iron ones. James P. Davis, United
States Consul at Bangkok, 1·eports that it was
found that work can be done more quickly with
a wooden plow. It was noticed that the iro11
plow is a greater strain on the cattle than the
ordinary wooden p]O\L and it was noticed also
that it often slips aside, but makes better furrows than the wooden plow.
On the whole, the iron plow was found to be
an improvement over the wooden implement, if
only because it is less liable to break. Some further adjustments are necessary in the particular
type of plow used, so that the depth of the furrow can be regulated. During the trial the plow
went too deep in wet soil, though it worked well
in soil that was simply moist.
.u, --

AROUND THE UNIT-ED
STATES
With about half of his task of walking over the
rim of the United States without assistance of
any kind accomplished, Leonard Day, a San Francisco waiter, breezed into New York the other
day with his airedale dog trailing proudly behind
him. Day has contracted with a ' San Francisco
news syndicate to walk 10,585 miles in fourteen
months. The cont~\tions are that he must not
have any money in his possession at any time,
cannot solicit, ask any personal favors or take a
lift along the road except in case of injury.
Dan left San Frisco on his circling-the-Tim
hike Nov. 20 last . He walked east by the southern route, using the old Spanish trail. On his
1·eturn trip he will go from Bangor, Me., to Buffalo, Chicago, Portland, Ore., and thence to San
Francisco. Since he left San Antonio, Tex., he
said he was only compelled to sleep twice in the
open and after crossing the Potomac lost only two
meals. Municipal firemen have been his hosts.
Dan expects to reach San Francisco March 23,
1923 . .
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INFEST NORTH FRANCE
RESORTS
Devil fish, appearing in immense schools at the
French seaside resorts in Normandy and Brittany, have ..:aused pleasure seekers there to stick
close to the shore and sent cold shivers up anJ
down the backs of sucb fair frequenters of the
fashionable watering places as dared to go into
the water.
The octopus fleet is said to have been driven
landward by the unusua'ly low temuerature of
the water. Heretofore they have been ·rarely seen
near the sand beaches, assembling mostly at thf'
fishing banks, v.he··e they Jevour the fish and destroJ the nets. The knowledge of their presence
in ,bathing localities has given little l'est to the
bathers' imagination.
Swimmers of both sexes have been freque:itly
seen making ·a frantic exit from the water ,;eizing the idea that a <::limy te:,tacle ti-iecl t~ grip
a leg 01' an arm. Hotel proprietors have been
alarmed to the extent of sPeking scientific advice .
They have been informed by the director of the
Bureau of Scientific Research that the devil fisli
·s not rl"' 1"''"!"CT,.! s t,, life '1.~d ]imb ::i11t1 thHt thJ
famous fight with the octopus in Victor Hugo'~
"The Toilers of th€ Sea" e"\'.isted in the author's
imagination.
DEVIL

FISH
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WITHIN .SIGHT OF THE MATTERHORN
By KIT CLYDE
Some dozen years ago an invalid Amuican iady
named Mrs. Summers was staying near Zermatt,
in Switzerland, for the benefit of her health. Her
two boys, fresh from school, joined her for the
holidays, glad indeed to have such a complete
change from the monotony of school life. · They
never tired of wandering up the valleys or climbing part way up the numerous mountains which
made Zermatt the headquarters of the Alpine
Club. Of course, their excursions were limited,
both by theh- promises to their mother and by the
rules of the Alpine exploration, which forbid any
difficult ascent being attempted except with competent guides. But notwithstanding, they found
plenty of places to ramble about, though it was
their daily wish to make an ascent of a more difficult kind than those to which they were restricted.
"I mean to go up there when I'm grown up,"
said Ted, the younge1· of the brothers, to Rex. He
pointed to the solitary peak of the Matterhorn,
standing boldly out against the sky, its summit
covered with pe1:-petual snow.
"Wish I'd been Whymper," said Rex; "he was
the first to ever go up. But mother won't hea1· of
our trying it."
However, in the course of a fortnight a large
concession was ma<le in their favor. One of the
most celebrated guides had a son of about twel"9e
years of age, called Jean, an active, bright lad,
who aspired to succeed his father in his dangerous calling so soon as he was old enough. But,
young as he was, .he had already made many .difficult · excursions, and even now was frequently
employed to take the less adventurous tom'ists to
some well-known spot. With this young guide the
boys struck up an acquaintance. Their talk was
of a very polyglot character-fo.r the English
boys die! not speak French well, while little Jean
was decidedly weak in the English language; but
notwithstanding these drawbacks they made capital friends.
·
Mrs. Summers was not unwilling to have Jean
a companion of her sons in their rambles. So
day after day the three boys made excursions in
every direction, and found themselves accomplishing with comparative. ease walks and climbs
which were not to be despised even by the accomplished tourist. Youth · and practice gave them
considerable certainty and skill in surmounting
difficulties and occasional dangers of Alpine
climbing.
"I say, Jean," said Rex one day, "ha.ve you ever
seen a chamois?"
"Yes, I did once," replied Jean, "but it was a
great way off, and ran away before I got near.
But my father has shot three."
"I'd sooner see a chamois than anything!" cried
Ted.
"They aie very rare now," said Jean, "especially so near to towns. You have to go a long
way to find them."
"Farther than we could get in a day'?"
"Oh, much farther."

"Then we must give that ... p," said Rex. "Look
here, Jean, have<you ever been to the top of that
glacier?"
He pointed to a mass of ice that in the distance
looked like a torrent of glistening water rushing
down between two mountains.
"Yes, once; my father took me. But it is a
long way."
"Can we do it in a day?"
"We might if we started early."
"Then we'll have a try at it. You' shall have·
a couple of frap.cs if we do it."
This was not a big bribe, but it was considerable to both Rex and Jean'. The latter was only
too willing to make the attemut, but, fearing his
father would never permit it if he knew, he resolved to do it without his knowledge, a fault that
very nearly cost him dear.
"We shall want a rope," he said. "There are
some deep crevasses, and we must be tied together as we cross."
''All right! Can you bring a rope?"
"I can get one of my father's, perhaps; he is
away with a party going up the Matterhorn."
"That's capital! Meet us at seven to-monow
morning; we will be ready."
This was the first time that the boys had deliberately planned an excursion which would lead
them far from the well-known routes. Once or
twice before their enthusiasm had led them farther than they intended, but they could not help
feeling that this was a different sort of thing,
and Rex especially did not feel quite comforta))le
when he bade his mother good-night, telling her
they were going for a long walk next day, and
would have to start early.
"Take ca1·e of yourself, Rex," said Mrs. Summers. "Don't get into any danger; you know how
anxious I am about you when you are away
amongst the mountains."
"All right, mother; we shall come back safely,
neve1· fear!"
Even at seven o'clock the sun was bright and
warm in the valley, and it was hard to imagine
that on the sunounding mountain-tops its rays
were not enough to melt the dazzling snow. The
three lads set off in high spirits. Jean had managed to secure a good rope; he carried his own
ice-axe and the others their alpenstocks. In an
hour they were far above the level of the village,
and amongst the tl·emendous mountains; another
hour took them out of sight of houses, and they
were lone.
"We don't seem to have come any distance,"
said Rex. "The glacier seems as far off as ever."
"It takes three hours to get to the foot," said
Jean, "and we shall not get to the top ti1l this
afternoon. We can't get quite to the top at all,
really; we must cross it as soon as we can and
come back on the other side."
"Very well; let's go ahead as fast as we can."
In the course 0f the next half-hour the American boys found themselves in a part of the country quite unknown to them. But Jean seemed to
be familiar with the route, and piloted them upwards with complete confidence. They had to
cross one or two small torrents and plunge
through an occasional g1·ou".l of ihs, but the path
was not a difficult one on the whole, and Rex felt
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easier in his mind at finding they were encountering no dangers.
They reached a corner of a shoulder of the
mountain about mid-day, and sat down to rest.
Beside them was a precipice leading down to the
glacier, parallel with which they now had to proceed. Above them frowned the everlasting hills,
crowned with snow which glistened in the bright
sun. They sat down to rest for half an hour and
eat some of the sandwiches which they had
brought with them.
Suddenly Jean put his hand on Rex's arms,
whispering:
"Keep still! Don't you see?"
They looked where he pointed; there was a
chamois browsing quietly on the scanty herbage,
ignorant of the fact that three pairs of eyes were
watching his every movement.
The beautiful creature lifted his head and stood
motionless in an attitude of attention. The boys
crouched down and held their breaths, though
they were a quarter of a mile away. Suddenly he
put back his ears, turned as if on a pivot, and
• sprang down the rock. Rex started to his feet in
instinctive purusit, forgot that he was on the edge
of the precipice, and, missing his footing, disappeared from sight with a cry.
Ted lost his head, and would have jumped down
after his brother, but Jean held him back.
"Keep still!" he cried. "vVe may save him!
Perhaps he has not fallen far. Rex!" he shouted,
but there was no reply.
The young mountaineer's eye soon caught sight
of a broken part of the ledge down which he
might clamber a little way and have a better
view. He descended quickly and Ted's heart gave
a great leap of joy as he heard Jean call out:
"I see him! he is on a ledge not far down. Untwist the rope."
"I will go down," said Jean decisively. "You
stay at the top and don't let the stones at the
edge fall down on .me."
It was a difficult feat for Jean to accomplish;
the descent of a rope is what most boys can manage. But it is a very different thing when the
rope is swinging loose over a precipice nearly a
thousand feet deep. However, Jean had a cool
head, and his nerves ·were steady so he let himself down quietly, not thinking of the danger he
ran. He was soon beside the prostrate boy, and
to his great relief found that his heart was still
beating.
But now came a difficulty which for a moment
dismayed even the plucky little Jean. The rope
was long enough for him to attain the ledge easily, but it did not reach to within nearly two feet
of' the rock on which Rex was lying.
A moment's thought solved the problem. "Ted!"
he shouted. Terl's face appeared over the edge.
"You must come down to me."
Trembling fearfully Ted managed to obey, and
was soon on the narrow ledge beside his brother.
Rex gave a sigh as Ted knelt beside him, but did
not regain consciousness.
"Hold him up while I tie him," said Jean. Ted
supported him carefully while Jean made a loop
and slipped it securely under his arms.
"Now I will climb up to the top, and then you
must follow," said Jean. "It will take us both to
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pull him up. Don't be afraid, the rope is very
strong."
So the brothers were left alone while Jean
climbed up. But to Ted's jiUrprise he came down
again, and despai1· was written on his face.
"I can't do it," he said. "The top overhangs so
much that I can't get over it; there is nothing to
catch hold of or to rest my feet against. It is
impossible.I'
Ted gave way at this tenible news, and throwing himself on the ground began to cry convulsively.
"Oh, what will mother say?" he sobbed. "\Ve
shall all die here and nobody will ever find us."
A large hawk swooped down near them and
then flew away across the valley. Jean watched
its flight and wished that he too had wings. .
"I have it!" he suddenly exclaimed. "Quick,
Ted-take down Rex again!"
They loosened the knot and once more laid Rex
on the rock. He opened his eyes and looked feebly
around, but again lapsed into unconsciousness.
There was a bad cut at the back of his he.Ml, but
there was no time to think of that now; the first
thing was to get them all out of immediate
danger.
"Now," said Jean, seizing the rope firmly with
both hands and feet, "swing me, Ted. Don't be
afraid; I shan't fall."
He leaped into the air toward the coveted
boulder, and swung back again to the ledge. The
impetus took him 1·ight into the air on the opposite side, and he was hanging over the glacier,
with nothing between him and it. Ted seized hiR
idea and as he came back gave him a hard push
toward the coveted spot; this time he came within a few :feet of it. It was a terrible cTisis; it
seemed as if the daring boy must get dashed to
pieces against the side of the rock, but he guided
himself skillfully. One more swing and he was
safe. He clasped the projecting boulder firmly
and loosened himself from the rope, which swung
back to within Ted's reach.
· "Now, Ted," Jean shouted above, "1%ve hold
of the rope for a minute."
Ted obeyed, wondering what was Jean's idea.
It was pulled out of reach for a moment, and then
again lowered. This time there was plenty of
it. Jean had taken it from the tree and was holding it in his hands. Ted was able to fasten it securely to Rex as he lay on the ground.
"Tell me when it is safely tied," cried Jean.
"It's all right," shouted back Ted.
"Then lift him up and hold him while I fasten
the rope to the tree again."
This was soon done. Ted then commenced the
ascent of the rope, and thanks to Jean's assistance at the top, he surmounted the difficulty of
the overhanging ledge. In five minutes more all
three were in safety. Rex's head was bound up,
and Jean started in search of some water, leaving
Ted by his brother.
Water was soon found and Jean brought his
hat full. Thanks to its icy coldness, it had a
powerful effect on Rex, who in a few minutes was
sufficiently recovered to hear of how he was rescued. Before long he was able to commence tLe
return journey on the arms of }di, compt.nions.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
BLANKE-TS IN VENEZUELA
In Vene1,uela, though hot in the daytime, a
blanket is needed at night by all those engaged in
such occup11.tions as gathering forest products.
Cattlemen and other riders wear a "lined blanket," red on one side, blue on the other, with a
hole in the middle for the head. These cost from
$12 to $20 in gold.
THREE PEAKS OUT OF ONE
Remnants of the ice age are particularly interesting in the Rocky Mountain National Pa1·k,
where huge valleys have been ploughed out
through countless ages, possibly 5,000,000 years
ago. Glaciers transformed what was a single
mountain mass into three peaks-Long's Meeker
and Lady Washington-as they are known, with
Long's rising to an elevation of 14,255 feet, or
ncai-ly three miles above sea level.
,voLF PACK PURSUES AUTOMOBILES
Autr,mobilists at Easton, Pa., i-eturning to their
homes from week-end trips through New Jersey
and New York report they encountered a pack of
wolves between Belvidere and Hackettstown the
other night. One motorist exhibited a broken
window in the side of his coupe, which he said
was caused by one of the animals leaping against
it.
Sc far as could be learned no one was attacked
by the animals, but several motorists said they
were followed a considerable distance by them.
INDIAN RELICS FOUND
Relics of the days when the Indians roamed
the central Kansas prairies are being taken out
of the sand pits east of Salina. ,Bones of large
and unnamed animals have he1·etofore been found
in this neighborhood, but these bones that are
now being found in the sand pits are unlike anything ever seen here. The most of tl}e specimens
have large teeth, well pl'eservd, while others are
badly decayed. In addition to the bones many
large bullets of lead, flattened by having come
in ~m,+~,.+ ,.u it.h ~omp nhiPrt.. ::i.rP fo11nd.
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72, SHE CLIMBS TO WASHING TON MONUMENT TOP
Spurning the elevator, Mrs. Napoleon B. Jennings, of Grant City, Mich., seventy-two, and her
husband, who will soon be seventy-three, climbed _
555 feet to the top of the Washington Monument.
Mrs. Jennings said:
"No elevators for me; they are not safe. I
counted 700 steps, I think, and then stopped
counting. It's good exercise and women who want
to reduce might do well to try it."
Mr. Jennings, a retired farmer of Michigan, is
a cousin of William Jennings Bryan.

,,

...
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LAUGHS
"\Vhen she wasn't looking I kissed her." "What
did she do'!" "Refused to look at me for the
rest of the evening."
" "I'll teach you to tie dishpans to dog's tails."
. B~t,, moiher, 1t isn' t our <10g. " '·.Nu, I know
1t 1sn t our dog. But it's my dishpan."
"What makes Brown wear those terrible whiskers? He looks like sin." "There's money -in
them." "How is that?" "He poses as a hayseed
in a Moving Picture studio."
"Doesn't your soul go 011t to this great tumulto,1;1s ar~f o~, ocea11: ?" asked the gushL.1 g young
bride.
No, admitted the seasick young husband, "but I guess that'll c<nne next!"
Mrs. Bacon-I understand one can learn different languages from the phonograph? Mrs.
Ebert-Wel1, since our neighbor got his I know
my husband has' used language I never h~ard him
use before.
"What is this initiative and referendum?" "It's
this way. If I want to go anywhere, or do anything, I take the initiative by mentioning it to
my wife. Then she decides whether I can or
not. That's the referendum."
A Boston school-teacher had been reading to
her pupils about the rain. Asking one of them
to write a little story about the rain he, after
declaring his inability to do so, upon the teacher's
insistence, produced the following: "What does
the rain say to the mud? 'I am on to you and
your name is mud!' "
'
The benevolent citizen, while walking along
Park place, spied . a little tot weeping. So he
walked up to it and said: "Now be a good boy
and st<5p your crying." The child replied: "I
can't." "But why can't you?" "I can't." "Well,
here's a cent; tell me why you can't be a good
boy and stop crying." "Cause I'm a girl."
Little Mary's father had denied her a pleasure
which she had confidently expected to enjoy.
That night, when she said her prayers at her
mother's knee she concluded with this petition:
"And please don't give my papa any i:r,cre children. He don't know how to treat those he's got
now."
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GOOD READING
DEATH CAMAS POISONOUS TO CATTLE
Death Camas, of which there are four principal species in the range country of the West,
although causing heaviest ·losses among sheep,
are also poisonous to horses and cattle. Under
range conditions cattle are seldom poisoned.
Hors~s are frequently made sick, but deaths are
rare. A few cases are known where persons
have been J.atally poisoned by the weed. Children
have eaten the bulbs out of curiosity and adults
have gathered the plant, mistaking it for the
edible sego. The United States Department of
Agriculture has not found a remedy for poisoning by death camas, but the deadly species are
now recognized, and the ranches may safeguard
their :flocks.
GRASSHOPPERS STOP TRAINS
The plague of red grasshoppers which · recently
destroyed crops in Charente-Inferieure, France,
has moved on into the Department of Deux Sevres. The insects are in such numbers that they
have blocked train service between Niort and
Fontenay-Le Comte, a distance of fifty kilometers.
So thickly have they massed in this region that
it is necessaTy to stop trains frequently to cleaT
the tracks. The trains crews have been supplied with implements for this purpose. DeuxSevr-es is the one Department in France that has
been untouched by the heavy rains, and the cTop
prospect before the invasion of the grasshoppern
were very poor.
BICYCLIST SPEAKS FOR LEGION IN HIS
TRIP ACROSS COUNTRY
Traveling 125 miles a day and camping at night
by the roadside, Donald F. Chase, 21 years old,
recently passed through Middle Western cities on
his bicycle trip from Reno, Nev., to Syracuse,
N. Y.
Chase's family lived at Syracuse, and as a vacation from his duties as city editor of the Nevada State Journal he decided he would ride
through and see his mother. The R'eno American
Legion made arrangements for Chase to speak
before 110 legion posts on his-way across the continent.
The Gattling gun, which he carried with him
saw service when an automobile driver ran into
his bicycle near Topeka, Kan., and then refused
to stop to see what damage had been done. Chase
put a bullet in a tire and then made the driver
haul him and his bicycle to town.
LEAP THROUGH WINDOW KILLS DEER IN
YONKERS
Two deer-a doe and a fawn-r.an wild through
a section of Yonkers, N. Y., the other afternoon,
doing so much damage that four policemen were
sent out with lariats to catch them. The doe was
chased to the open country north of the city, but
tJ:ie fawn ran through a house window and bled
to death from the cuts.
The deer were first reported on the grounds of

John F. Brennan, counsel in the Stillman and
Ward cases, at 205 North Broadway, Yonkers.
The Fourth Police Precinct in Yonkers was notified that the animals were causing havoc to gardens and shrubbery, and Captain Daniel 8hea
sent out four of his men. The animals were next
reported on the grounds of George T. Kelley, contractor, at 210 _North Broadway. They ran from
there to the estate -0f Edward F. Perot at 219
North Broadway.
The pursuit from the Perot place led through
open country to the home of Aldexman John H.
Davis at 167 Woodworth avenue. There the policemen found the fawn, its head and front teeth
through a window. The doe had vanished. At
their approach the fawn wrenched itself free and
tottered to a fence, where it fell dead. A patrnl
wagon was sent for the carcass, which was taken
to the station house. The game wa1·den was notified.
AIRMAN

REACHES EDGE OF ACTIVE
VOLCANO
The Martin has received the following dispatch from Malang in the Dutch East Indies;
"Airman Chanteloup, flying from Malang,
landed at 8 :50 A. M. July 26 on the edge of the
crater of the volcano Bromo in eruption at a
height of 2,150 meters. He returned to Malang
at 10:30."
Chanteloup, well known in France before the
war, did distinguished service in the French air·
force, being numbered among the "aces." A few
days ago the Martin received a letter from Malang announcing the airman's intention to at
tempt the feat just accomplished, saying;
"Chanteloup intends to conduct an experiment
which, if successful, will have great effects on
aviation here, owing to the impression it will
cause on the masses. He intends to land on the
edge of the crater of Bromo volcano, situated in
the Tengger Mountains, seventy miles southeast
of Soeraya, in East Java. Eight miles further
south is Semeroe, the highest volcano in Java.
Apart from the usual difficulties of landing at
high altitudes, Chanteloup will be obliged to contend with the heavy smoke cloud which hangs
over these mountains continually and the mist
at their base."
Java, belonging to the Dutch, has within its
island area of less than 48,000 square miles a
greater number of active volcanoes than any
other territory of the same size.
The volcano belt extends from west to east.
In the west there rises a compact mass of volcanoes without intervening plains or deep valleys;
in the east the volcanoes form independent clusters. Bromo, or Bodas, is about 8,000 feet in altitude and Semeroe, or Semeru, 12,238, which· is
the highest.
There are seventeen active volcanoes in all, the
altitude of which are constantly being changed
by eruptions, which frequently sweep away entire
villages and kill thousands of native.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
ENGLISH PRODUCE ARTIFICIAL WOOD
An artificial wood that is so like the real thing
that it can be worked with carpenter's tools and
finished with a file or sandpaper is now being
produced by an English manufacturing company.
The material is known as plastic wood, and at
first it has the consistency of a thick paste, and
can therefore be molded into any shape. It can
then be hardened by exposure to the air and becomes a tough, solid, waterproof substance.
CHRISTMAS ISLAND BIGGEST SOURCE OF
LIME PHOSPHATE
Christmas Island is an island in the Indian
Ocean, 200 miles west of Java. Its importance
is due to the enormous deposits of phosphate of
lime it yields. It is nine miles long and has an
area of forty-three square miles.
The island is politically attached to Singapore.
The exports of phosphate of lime in 1919 were
68,621 tons. The tonnage of ships entered and
cleared in that yea1· was 81,197.
A HUGE ROCKING-STONE
Every one has heard of rocking stones-masses
of rock so delicately poised as to move backward
and forward upon the slightest impulse. There
are many such stones scattered throughout the
world, but the majority of them are mere marbles compared to the famous rocking-stone of
Tandil, in South America. This giant among
rocking-stones weighs no less than 700 tons, and
is situated in a low range of hills some 250 miles
south of the city of Buenos Aires. It is composed of granite and contains 130 cubic ·meters.
It is in the shape of a paraboloid, four meters
high and five meters in diameter at the base. The
stone rocks upon a knob of rock beneath, which
nts closely -0n a socketlike hollow in the great
boulder itself. The action of the elements through
countless centuries has succeeded in wearing
away the softer parts of the stone, leaving behind only the harder-gritted core. The stone is
so delicately poised that it can be made to crack
a walnut without crushing the kernel!
PUGET SOUND ISLAND CLAIMS WHEAT
RECORD
Whidby Island in Puget Sound, Wash., claims
again the world's record for acreage yield of 1·ed
Russian wheat. This grain, grown on an island
farm; recently harvested out an average of from
sixty-five to eighty bushels per acre.
Many fields just being cut and threshed in
Whidby Island are believed to be capable of beating this aveTage. The straw is four to five feet
high, topped with heads or sprnys five to six
inches long, packed full of wheat kernels.
Many years ago gTain growers on Whidby set
a pace for the rest of the country to follow. It
was when in 1893 these farmers established a
record of 117 bushels of good wheat to the acre,
vouched for by the United States Department of
Agriculture.

This same district a few years later captured
four prizes for the largest production of wheat
per acre.
This summer's crop from Whidby Island will
go over the No1·thwest as seed. Students of many
,v estern agricultural colleges are on the fields
testing the grain and learning the methods of culture.
The big yield is attributed to the moist, cool
climate of the island and the scientific tilling of
the soil.
LETTER COSTS 350,000 RUBLES IN ST AMPS
When some one in Soviet Russia decides to send
a registered letter out of the country he has to
give the Goven1ment plenty of notice so that a
sufficient number of stamps can be printed. Then
he has to buy a bottle of glue to paste the stamps
on the letter. Then he has to hire a truck to take
the letter to the post-office. Then, unless he is
very, very wealthy, he has to sit down and starve
until the person who receives the letter can send
him about 15 cents in American money to pay
for the postage.
It takes 600 25-ruble stamps to register a letter
from Russia to the United States. During the
reign of the Czar th'is would J-.ave been the equivalent to about $75,000. Now it is considered a
very reasonable figure for postage. ·
Vera Gordon, the motion picture actress, of 276
Throop avenue, received a letter recent,y with
600 stamps attached. They were in twelve sheets
of fifty stamps each, pasted on the letter. The
stamps weighed about four or five times as much
as the letter itself. Only the first rheet of fifty
stamps was can"eled. The others were as new
and fresh as they were when they came from the
presses and of about the same value. The letter
comes from relatives of Mrs. Gordon in Maprolay, Russia. It was mailed July 6.

Musical Handsaw
Greatest Novelty of the Age

If you can carry a tune in your heau, you can learn
to play tbis instrument, anu secure a job on tbe stage
nt a goou salary. No musical education necessary,
Struck with a specially rumle mallet the perfectly tempered snw produces loud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello.
'.l'be same efte<: t may be bod by using a violin bow on
tbe ed.ge. Any tune can be played l1y tbe wonderful
vibrations of the saw . It rertLlires two weeks' practice
to make you an expert. When not playing you can
worl, ,;,·!th the saw. It is a useful tool as well as a
fine instrument.
Price of Saw, Mallet and Instructions ........ $5

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 2.'M St., New York

PINEAPPLES
HAVE QUEER
COUSINS
The pineapple
belongs to a very
interesting family of p 1 an t s ,
called the Bromeliads, all of
which are purely
American, a n d
none of - wh-ch
were known in
the Old World
u n ti l imported
from the New.
Most of these are
natives of Brazil.
There are about
thirty species of
this family on exhibition in the
greenhouses
of
the Brooklyn Botanic Garden, and
this is the best
time of the year
to visit the,n.
The pineapple
is the only member of the family
that produces a
large fruit formed by thickening
its flower axis
and by inclosing
its seeds in fleshy
bracts. It is also
peculiar in the
fact that it grows
on the earth, instead of up
among
the
branches of trees
or on rocks, as do
nearly all its relatives. These are
like the orchids
in many respects;
they draw no sustenance from the
earth t h r o u g h
their roots, but
live on rain.
Some of them
have very beautifully c o 1 o r e d
leaves, o th e r s
b r i 11 i a n t and
showy flowers;
and, .strange as
it may seem, the
Florida
"moss"
which hangs in
f e s t o o n from
trees in the
Southern States
is one of this
family and a fir!:'t
cousin of the luscious pineapple,
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IN STAMPS, to secure
th.is serviceable, a:uaranteed watch; and pay 12.50
when it comes to you by
mail, postpaid. Or, aend
SZ.98 money--order.
Thin model, black dial.
radiumiz.ed; stem winder,
atom aet, iever el!lcapement, French bow, full
Bassine pattern.all movements handsomely damaskeened; triple tested, regulated. Satisfaction
auaranteed, or your money back.
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Resurrection Plant
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derful plants known.
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JOHNSON SMITH CO. Dept,

866
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Habit
Cured or No Pay
Any form, cigars,cigarettes,pipe, chewing or
snuff

Guaranteed . Harmle~a Complete treatment sent
on trial. Costs $1.00 if it cures. Nothing if it fails.

SUPERBA CO. M-21 BALTIMORE, MD._

't'our Skin can be Quickly Cleared of
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IMPLES

ckheads, Acne Eruptions on the face
body, Enlarged Poree, Oily or Shiny Skin.
WRITE TODAY for my FREE Booklet,
"A CLEAR-TONE SKIN", telling how I cured
myself after being afflicted 15 years. $1.000 Cold'
Cash says I can clear yonr slcln ol the above blemlShes.
L &. GIVIENS, 186 C:hemlc:al Bid&.,
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TRAFFIC MA.NAG.ER
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STATIONARY ENGINEER
Railway Accountant
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Commer<'ial Law
work you like best, a salary that will give you
.ARCHITEC'r
GOOD ENGLISII
Contractor and Builder
Common Srbool Subject•
.and your family the· home, the comforts, the
Architectural Dra!tsmao
CIVIL SERVICE
Concrete Builder
Railway
lf::111 Clerk
little luxuries you would like them to have.
Structuul En&:lneor
AUTOMOBILES
PLUMBING & HEATINO
Mathematics
No matter what your age, your occupation,
Sheet Metal Worker
Navigation
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AGRICULTURE
your education, or your means-you can do it!
CHEMIST
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Pharmacy
BANKING
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•:1,00 0 Re~a d
ln a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's edge they found the mutilated J:,ody of Geneviev<: Martin. Her pretty face was
swollen and distorted. Marks on the slender throat showed that the girl had been brutally choked to death. Who had
committed this ghastly crime? No one had seen the girl and her assailant enter the cottage. No one had seen the murderer depart. How could he be brought to justice?
Crimes like this have be~n solved-are being solved every day by Finger Print Experts, Every day we read in the
J:>apers of their exploits, hear of the mysteries they solve, the criminals they identify, the rewards they win. .Finger
Print Experts are always in the thick of the excitement, the heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced Detectives
Just Ordinary men
Within the past few years, scores of men, men with no
police experience, men with just ordinary iirade school
educations, have become Finger Print Experts. You can
become a Finger Print Expert, too. Can you imagine a
more fascinating line of work than this? More trained
men are needed. Here is a real opportunity for you.

Course in
-Secret Service

Learn the Secrets of Identification
More and more the detection of crime resolves itself
into a problem of identification. You can learn the methods of famous identification experts. You can learn lhe
science of finger print identification-right at home in
your spare time.
Send for the free book which tells how famous Finger
Print Experts got their start in this fascinating work.
Tells the stories of thirteen actual cases solved by Finger
Print Experts. Tells how you can become a Finger Print
Expert in an amazingly short time.
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For a limited time, we are making a special offer of a
PROFESSIONAL FINGER PRINT OUTFIT absolutely
free and FREE Course in Secret Service Intelligence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
a brilliant career for you.
This coupon will brin~ you FREE BOOK and details of
of this great offer. Don t wait until the offer has expired.
Fill in the coupon now. Mail it today.

University of Applied Science

Dept. 1096, 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, ID.

University of Applied Science, Dept. 1096
1920 Sun11yoide Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me full information on your course tn
Finger Print Identification and about Free '.:ourse in
Secret Service Intelligence. I understand that there is no
obligation of any sort.

Name_
Street Address ______________ _
City and Stat--,------------· ___ Age. __ _
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098 roung Wild West aud the Fighting Fifteen; or,
The Rahl of tb(' Savage Sioux.
Lassoing the LyucLcrs, or, Arlctta's Quick Shot.
!lH!J
1000 I' and "Arizona Al"; <>r, Tbe Wonderful Luck ot
a Cowboy .
1001 " Corra ling the Road Agents; or, Arletta and the
Outlaw's Bride.
Facing His Foes; or, The Shake-Up At Shive r
1002
Split.
Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow
1003
·
Girls.
Hot(e$t '£roil; or, The Gold Cache ot the
1004
J"lesert.
Rl.fle Duel; or, Arietta's Cross-fire.
1005
an<l "Domino Dick"; or, The B r oncho Buster '•
1006
Bad Break.
1007 " 'frapping th~ Horse Thieves: or . Arletta'&
Qnlf'l, Work .
1008 " and the Choctaw Chief; or, The Hidden Val·
ley and the Lost Tribe.
JOO!)
1''ollowecl by 1,'iends: or , Al'ietta and the P lot ters.
and tbe Cnct us Queen; or. The Bandits of the
1010
Sand Hllls .
1011 " Tn DPath Canyon; or, Arletta and tbe Mad
Miue r.
Crack Cnvulry; or, The Shot That Won the Dny.
1012
Af-tn un As~assin: or, Ar1ettu a11d the 'J'oughs.
1013
Shot in tbe D>trk: or, IViHnlng Ills Weight
1014
!11 Gold.
and t.hr Ilold U~) lllrn; or, How Arietta Paid
1015
llt>l' R1111R01t1.
Arir.onn Roun<l-rp; 0r, Catching the Cattle
Hll6
Crooks.
Proa1ise: or, .Arletta und the Blue Mark.
1017
A8 Avrug,· i·; or, '1'111-· Vigi Jnnts' :M istake.
JOlB
After the Death Deale r s; or, A Hot Fight in
101!1
1!1e Gulch.
Defying :he Rlnckfeet; or, Arletta and the Mys·
1020
tertons C1.1uoc.

Going th, · Limit: or, '.l'he "Sllln-Dig" at Show
Do,Y11.
Condemned to Drath; or. Aridta's ProlriP Race.
Savin tr Tiis Rnnch: or. Wiping Ont an 01<1 >', •MP.
Caught by Comanrbes; or, At·lettn Daring Dentb.
f:;bowing T'p u Sheriff; or, •r11e Right Man On u
Wrong TralJ.

1021
1022
1023
102-1

1025
102(i
10:.:!7

u

Rairli11.C: th"\ Rc•tlsl,in!=;; or. Arietta and the
.
Ap r c·hr, 'l'r::tfL
Whoopin1<· rt Pp: 01·. Tlw Cowboy Carn,v!CT" at
Crooked Crr~k.
Dagger Dnel; ..ir Arietta and the Mexican
Bnndits.

1029

1030

Qtiiek•..1F-t Rhot;
mond Div(\.

1,031
10:i2
1033

JOa4

Hel'k~leRR Ride: 01·. Ari~tta's Ilnfrhr<'nd th l-jscnpr.
and t11e ('owhoy · Sports; or. F'nn and Fighting
on the n n ngf'.

"

or.

'J'he Desperndoec.i of Dia-

and the Dertth 1\JinP; Ol', Arietta Bln!'fing the
Claim Jumpers.
Raving: the "R~venth": or, Tbe Fight at Red
Rnvine.
Grenser Rhnke-l'p; or, Arietta Rtantling tbe

0
".rerror"; or, The Bandit Chief's
T,o~ t · f'hnn~e.
or, Arietta ancl the Death
Scalp;
Rnvine: His
1030
, D I
Trail.
ne
1037 " Teaching: a 'J'en<lerfoot; or. The Du,1e s
With tlle Desperado.
For sale by all newsde11lers, or will be sent t.o any
11<1llress on receipt of pri<!e, 7c per copy, in money or
oosfage stamps , by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
New York City
166 West 23d Street,

1035
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SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 85 Cents Per Copy
'£his book contains all the most recent changes in the
method of consti·uction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writin g. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
I:t you cannot procure a copy, send us tbe prjce,
35 cents, in money or postage stnm PS, and we will
mall yo" one, posta~e free. Address
L . SENARENS, 219 Se, •en t h Ave,, New York, N . Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND 'BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Val uable Informati'-»n on Almost ii:very Subject
No'. 5~. HOW To tLAl' CARDS.- A C0lllp]e'te and
bandy J1ttle llook. g1vrnf the rules and full <.lir "Li
for playing huc.hrt:, t:riObage, Cassino, 1;,ort;·-J/f~:
Pellro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitel! Al i
:ou~;e,
,ou,s, aud nrnuy 0U1er popular games of cards '
N o. 56. HOW T O BECO:II.E AN ENG I NEE R . C
tain1ng full instructions how to become a lo .- onengin,·er; also directions for building a model cfo~ot,ve
hve: together wltll a full description of everyt.ld~omo g un
.
englneer should know.
No, 58. H O W T O BE A DETECTIVE.- By Old Kin
Brady, the well-known detective. In which be la
down . ome valuable rules for beginners and als O Y
relates some adventures of well-known detectives

!

No. 6~.

HOW T O llECO,U E A PHOTOGRAPHER _

Containrng useful information regarding the Cam ·
and how to work it; a lso how to make Pbotogra i r.a
dic
Magic Lantern Slides and other TraHsparencles
n •
·
somely illuSti'ated.

nf

No. 64_.. UOW T O _MAKE ELEC'l'RIOAL MAl'HJNES

-Containmg tull d~rect10ns for making electrical ma :
chines, induction co1J., dynamos and lllnny novel t 8
~o lle "-orked i.Jy electricity, By B. A. R. Bennett ]'uolyl
Y
·
1llnstrated.
)IULDOON'S JOKES. - The most ori · .
. No. do.
Joke t,ook ever pul>lished, and it is brimful of witg~~1
humor. It cont arns a large collection of son 8 • k
w~~.
conun,!rums, ete., of ·Tet·rence Muldoon. the
1•
ht11!10ri8t aml practical joker of the t!;1y.
No. 66. ~lO~V '1'0 DO l'lJZZLES. - Containing over
three hundred mterestmg puzzles and conund1·n1J1s w'th
1
ke.\'. to sam~. ..:I. complete book. 1''ully illustt·at~d

freaio

N?, 67.

H4;>~V TO DO _ELECT~ICAL TRICKS.- Con•

tamrng a IM,1;te collect10n ot mstructlve and hi bl
amusrng ele<-tnraJ tricks. together with illustrati~nsy
·
lll' A. Anderson.
'N?· 6ll. H OW ·ro DO CHE~IICAL TRICKS._ Con-

t?,l!Hng_ over (?DA l1nud~1 d hhdll.v amusing and instr u ctive tr,eks ,nth chemicals. By A. Anderson. Hand1

somely i!lnstrnted .

No .. 60. Ho,y TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND, _ C'onfifty of the. latest nnd best tricks used t,y
mai.,:1e1a,1s. Also conrnlmng the secret of secon,J ,;i«Lt
·
~
Fnlly 111uxtrated.

taUIJll!lK OYPl'

No. _70.

_.HO\\', TO .ll~KE _-'L!.GIC ".l'OYS.-Conf aining

fu1l d11·t:l·t~o11s ~or mnlon,:t .\l,q.i;ic rroys aud <lt>,~kes of
rn::111.,· kinds. Fully illni::.trated.
HO\\' TO. DO .111,;(.'JIANICAL 'l'nxcus. _
No .. 71.

Conta1nil1g ,·,!mplet.e. J11~ trnd 1ous for perfonnin" over
"
SJX()' ~l:·thHUH·Hl 1 J'lCkR. Fully illustrated.
~0- 7t. HOW 'J.'O DO si:vn: 'l'RI<.:Ks WITH CARDS.
~:~ut~~!i.late-~l autl 1uost dl'-<-~JJth·c~ card
t_;:"f~~'3~r~~~~h.g
81
:i-:o, H: _now TO WRITE LETTERS CORIUXTLY.
-C.oiit.umnc; f•Il! rnstru<:t1011s for \\'rirlng- Jdters on
al1J1ost. '\nY su_bJect; '.1lso rules for pundnation an d
c.omposmon, ,nth specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW '1'0 '.l'ELL .FOltTt:NES B1• TH'' HAND
--;-Containing rules !01· telling fortunc•s by tJ;;', aid- of
lines · of the llnud_. or the secret of palmistr,v. Also
the secret of t~lhng future events by aid of moles
· '
marks, scars, f'tc. IIJu.·trated.
HO'\l'. _TO DO .FORTY TRICK:-; \YI'l'H
No. '.7.
CARDS. - Cont'.unmg deci•pttve Card Tricks as performed by h 1 athug conJurprs ancl magic1ans. Arrauged
for home amt1sernent. Fully illustrated.
No. 80. (!US WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Conininiug
tlle latest Jokes, anecdotes and funnv stories of this
world-renowned Germau comedia_n. Hixty-four pages;
~:ntct~o1~\~t1,ci,!.ored coYer, contaimug a lrnlf-to11P 1,boto

n!~/

:No. St. no,'\' TO DO l'AL,"IS'l'RY.-Containing the
moRt approved methods ol' rending the lines on tl! 6
hand, I ogctber wirb a full explanation of their meaning
Also e,:plnining phrenology, and the key for telling
charact<'t' ll,v the llumps 011 tile head. By Leo Hugo
Koc.h, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
No. S3. now TO HYPNO'l'IZE.- Contuining vnluable
nncl ilrntructh'e information regnrcling the science of
hypnotism. Also explaining tile most approved met'.-ods
"·!Jich ur~ employed l>y tlie leading bypnoti~ts of the
"'Oriel. By L€o Hugo Koch, A. C. S.

For sale b:r all newsdealers, or will be sent to a.n y
ad<lress on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, in
n1oney or ~tamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Str eet,

New York
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